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Section A

Answer all questions.

1. Human interaction with the computer system includes a range of usability problems.

	 (a)	 Define	the	term	usability. [1]

 (b) Identify two methods that could be used to improve the accessibility of a computer 
system. [2]

2. By making direct reference to the technologies used, explain how a virtual private network 
(VPN) allows a travelling salesperson to connect securely to their company’s network. [4]

3. Construct a truth table for the following Boolean expression.

(A and B) nor C [3]

4. A small hotel buys a software package to manage their bookings.

 (a) Describe two types of documentation that should be provided with the software package. [4]

 (b) State two methods of delivering user training. [2]

5. A school uses a local area network (LAN) which connects several computers and a printer to 
a server and allows access to the internet.

 (a) Define	the	term	server. [1]

 (b) Identify the different clients in this network. [1]

 (c) (i) Identify one external threat to the security of the school’s computer system. [1]

  (ii) State one	way	to	protect	the	computer	system	from	the	threat	identified	in	 
part (c)(i). [1]
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6. A sub-program all_even() accepts a positive integer N and outputs true if all digits of N 
are even, otherwise it outputs false.  For example, all_even(246) outputs true and  
all_even(256) outputs false.

The following algorithm is constructed for the sub-program all_even(N).
 
 EVEN = true
 loop while (N > 0) and (EVEN = true)
  if (N mod 10)mod 2 = 1 then
   EVEN = false
  end if
 end loop
 output EVEN

 (a) Explain why this algorithm does not obtain the correct result. [2]

 (b) Outline what should be changed in the algorithm to obtain the correct result. [3]
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Section B

Answer all questions.

7. A hardware shop supplies a wide variety of bathroom equipment.  There are 15 shop 
assistants	who	serve	customers,	3	office	staff	who	handle	the	administration,	and	a	manager.

 A specialized company is asked to design and implement a new computer system for  
the shop.

 (a) (i) Identify two different types of users of the system. [2]

  (ii) Explain the role of users in the process of developing the new computer system. [3]

 (b) Describe why it is useful to produce more than one prototype of the new system. [2]

 (c) Outline two problems that may occur when transferring data from the old system to the 
new system. [4]

 The new system is implemented using parallel running.

 (d) (i) Outline what is meant by parallel running. [2]

  (ii) Outline one reason for choosing parallel running as opposed to a direct 
changeover. [2]
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8. The following diagram shows the structure of the random access memory (RAM).

Address of the  
memory location
(in hexadecimal)

Contents of the 
memory location
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Memory 
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register

 (a) Calculate the number of bits in each memory location. [1]

 (b) Calculate the number of bytes in each address. [1]

 (c) Outline the function of the:

  (i) memory address register [2]

  (ii) memory data register. [2]

 (d) (i) Identify two functions of the operating system. [2]

  (ii) State where the operating system is held when the computer is turned off.  [1]

 The machine instruction cycle refers to the retrieval of an instruction from the RAM, and 
subsequently decoding, executing and storing the result.

 (e) (i) Construct a diagram to illustrate the structure of a central processing unit (CPU), 
clearly	showing	the	flow	of	data	within	the	CPU.	 [4]

  (ii) Identify the part of the CPU which performs decoding. [1]

  (iii) Identify the part of the CPU which executes the instruction. [1]
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9. A	candy	company	manufactures	20	different	kinds	of	candy,	each	identified	by	a	product	ID.		
An array, Product_ID, is used to store the product IDs, and another array, Unit_Price, is 
used	to	store	the	price	per	unit	of	each	type	of	candy.		The	unit	price	of	the	product	identified	
by Product_ID[N] is equal to Unit_Price[N] for any index N.

Product_ID Unit_Price

Mints-1A [0] 15.20

Choco-1B [1] 18.10

Jelly-1Q [2] 16.30

…

Choco-2A [19] 11.90

	 (a)	 State	the	price	of	the	candy	identified	by	Product_ID[2]. [1]

 (b) Explain the steps that would be needed in an algorithm to calculate the average unit 
price. [3]

 (c) Construct the algorithm that will output the price of a candy after its product ID is 
entered by the user.  The algorithm should output an appropriate message if the 
product ID entered does not appear in the array Product_ID. [6]

 The company maintains two warehouses each of which stocks a selection of the 20 types of 
candy indicated above.

	 The	first	warehouse	stocks	15	items	and	their	IDs	are	stored	in	an	array,	One.  The second 
warehouse stocks 10 items and their IDs are stored in an array, Two.

All product IDs common to both warehouses will be placed in an array, Three.

 (d) (i) State the maximum number of common product IDs which can be placed  
in Three. [1]

  (ii) Construct the algorithm that will place all product IDs common to both 
warehouses in Three. [4]
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Option A — Databases

1. After attending a database course, Paul, the owner of a small shop, decided to create and 
implement a customer database.

 (a) (i) Identify one benefit of creating a database. [1]

  (ii) Identify one cost of the implementation. [1]

 Consider this section of his customer database file.

CustomerTable

Name Date ItemOrdered QuantityOrdered InvoiceAmount

Ann Low 18/04/2015 1713 4 200.00
Boris Nicke 18/04/2015 1324 3 180.00
Greta Pink 18/04/2015 1713 3 150.00
Rob Nool 19/04/2015 1648 7 360.00
Ann Low 19/04/2015 1713 5 250.00
Ivor Turk 20/04/2015 1423 6 105.00

 (b) (i) State the number of fields that are in each record of the CustomerTable. [1]

  (ii) Describe, using an example from the table above, why the customer’s name is 
not an appropriate primary key. [2]

  (iii) Define the term secondary key. [1]

 (c) Describe the steps in a query that will list all items for which more than five were 
ordered on 19/04/2015. [4]

 Paul finds that the response time to database queries is very slow.

 (d) Explain what Paul could do to improve the response time without making changes to 
his hardware. [5]

(Option A continues on the following page)
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(Option A continued)

2. A company lets tourists hire bikes.  The data about bikes and hirers is stored in a database file.  
The following table shows this data for one day.

BikeHireTable

HirerID HName HPhone TimeOut TimeIn BikeID BikeMake BikeModel

BL567 Boris Lok 99123456 09:00 11:00 DU12 BMS_11 A
CL167 Ivy Lok 93123455 09:00 11:00 DU14 AVG_00 B
AL751 Ann Summer 43453657 09:00 17:00 DU54 AVG_00 A
FC345 Fred Cohen 38321432 10:00 15:00 DU23 XYZ_94 C

… … … … … … … …

 The structure of the table can be summarized using the following shorthand notation.

 BikeHireTable
(HirerID, HName, HPhone, TimeOut, TimeIn, BikeID, BikeMake, BikeModel)

 (a) Identify three functions of a database management system in an application such as 
hiring bikes.  [3]

 There are several aspects of the BikeHireTable that are unsatisfactory and it is decided to 
normalize this database.

 (b) Outline the purpose of normalization. [2]

 (c) State the characteristics of

  (i) 1st Normal form (1NF); [1]

  (ii) 2nd Normal form (2NF); [1]

  (iii) 3rd Normal form (3NF). [1]

 (d) Construct the database to 3NF.  Using the shorthand notation, clearly show the 
structure of the database in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd normal forms. [7]

(Option A continues on the following page)
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(Option A continued)

3. (a) Distinguish between the logical and the physical design of a database. [4]

 (b) Identify three items of information that a data dictionary contains.  [3]

 (c) Explain two responsibilities of a database administrator. [4]

 An online information service provides a database of job openings and also posts users’ 
details.  Users can view job listings and reply electronically with their details to the jobs that 
interest them.

 (d) Discuss one advantage and one disadvantage of using a database in this online 
information service.  [4]

End of option A
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Option B — Modelling and simulation

4. Air pollution is a concern for public health.  One measure of air pollution is the amount of 
PM10 (particles measuring less than 10 micrometres) in the air.  European legislation has 
been put into place which requires that any town with over 100 000 inhabitants has to keep 
within the following limits of PM10:

 1. The average PM10 value in one day must not exceed 50 micrograms per cubic metre  
(50 µg m-3) more than 35 times in the year.

 2.  The daily values averaged across the whole year (measured from 1 January) must not 
exceed 40 micrograms per cubic metre (40 µg m-3).

 In an industrial town, PM10 measurements are taken once an hour, recorded and stored.   
A complete model of hourly measurements is built up over the year.  At the end of the year 
the town produces a report which includes the following:

• a chart of the average daily values
• the number of days the average exceeded 50 µg m-3

• the daily values averaged across the year.

 (a) Outline, using a sketch or otherwise, a method of organizing the stored data in a 
spreadsheet for easy reference and analysis. [3]

 Each day the average value from the previous day is published in the local press, together 
with the number of days, if any, that the daily limit (50 µg m-3) has been exceeded since  
1 January.

 (b) Describe how the hourly results could be used to output the results required daily and 
also to produce an end-of-year report. [5]

 The model can be used to produce data on patterns of pollution over time.

 (c) (i) Identify two of these patterns. [2]

  (ii) Explain how one of the patterns from part (c)(i) could help the town plan for  
the future. [2]

 At one point in the year, the town’s daily values, averaged since 1 January, are 45 µg m-3.  A 
“no car” weekend is introduced, in which people are not allowed to drive their cars within the 
town.  It successfully reduces the average PM10 count but has a negative effect on local 
commerce. 

 (d) Explain how the model could be used to estimate the minimum number of “no car” 
weekends that would be needed to keep the town’s daily values averaged across the 
year from exceeding 40 µg m-3. [5]

(Option B continues on the following page)
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(Option B continued)

5. A game for very young children is played on a board, which is represented by a 4 × 4 square.  
The game requires two players

 The aim of the game is to be the first player to reach HOME which is the bottom right square.  
The players take turns to move between squares.

Players can move to an adjacent square which, from their current position, is:
• vertically down
• horizontally to the right
• diagonally in the direction of HOME.

If one of the moves is blocked by the other player, the player can jump over the other player 
and land in the square on the opposite side.

 In the following diagram, player A is in square 1 and player B is in square 6.

A 2 3 4

5 B 7 8

9 10 11 12

13 14 15 HOME

 (a) List the possible squares to which player A is able to move. [1]

(Option B continues on the following page)
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(Option B, question 5 continued)

 (b) Player A moves to square 2 and then player B moves to square 10.

1 A 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 B 11 12

13 14 15 HOME

  For each of the moves that player A could now take, suggest and justify the best move 
that player B could then take. [3]

 The game is simulated by a computer program.

 (c) (i) Outline one way of representing player A and player B, and their positions,  
in memory. [2]

  (ii) Using your structure from part (c)(i), state the current positions of player A and 
player B, as shown in the diagram in part (b). [1]

  (iii) Using your answer to part (c)(i), outline how each possible move from the 
player’s current position could be identified. [2]

  (iv) Suggest how a best move could be selected from the possible moves. [3]

 The computer will always attempt to find the best path to the HOME square.

 (d) Outline the effect that changing to a much larger board would have on running the 
game on a computer. [4]

(Option B continues on the following page)
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(Option B continued)

6. A self-driving car relies on a series of lasers and cameras that combine with high definition 
maps to give a three-dimensional (3D) view of the environment.  Rules are programmed 
into the system so that the car drives at an optimum speed, keeps a safe distance from any 
vehicle in front, uses fuel economically and follows the traffic regulations. 

 (a) Outline the need for high definition maps held in memory. [2]

 (b) Outline how analysing successive 3D images in memory helps the car to drive safely. [3]

 (c) Outline the time and memory needs of 3D visualization in this situation. [3]

 (d) Discuss the social implications of self-driving cars. [4]

End of option B
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Option C — Web science

7. The code below is part of an XML (Extensible Mark-up Language) document that contains 
details of a DVD collection.

<collection>
 <dvd>
  <title>The Hobbit</title>
  <genre>Fantasy</genre>
 <dvd>
  <title>Sleepless in Seattle</title>
  <genre>Romance</genre>
 </dvd>
<!--more DVDs entered here-->
</collection>

 (a) Identify the error in the section of XML code shown above. [1]

 In some applications, XML is used instead of HTML principally because of its extensibility 
property.

 (b) Outline the meaning of this property in the context of XML code. [2]

 (c) Describe one benefit of storing HTML formatting information in a CSS file. [2]

 An XML document contains details of a person’s DVD collection.  The XML code will be sent 
to the web server using the internet protocol suite, which includes the TCP and IP protocols.

 (d) Describe how these two protocols work together when sending data over the internet. [4]

 The following web form is part of a login page for an online shopping site.

Name

Email

Country

 (e) (i) Explain how client-side scripting might be used on this login page before the 
page is sent to the web server of the shopping site.  You should make reference 
to any software used. [3]

  (ii) Outline the benefit of using client-side scripting for the shopping site. [2]

 A social networking site stores multiple profile photographs of each client on its web server. 

 (f) Explain how the use of scripts allows the user to change their profile photograph 
without reloading the complete page. [4]

(Option C continues on the following page)
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(Option C continued)

8. When a user requests a file from a particular website, the website uses lossy compression to 
send the file to the user over the internet.

 (a) Discuss how this use of lossy compression might affect the user’s experience. [5]

 The three essential processes of a web search engine are:
• crawling
• indexing
• searching.

 (b) Outline the functions of each of these three processes. [6]

 (c) Explain why the PageRank algorithm might discriminate against new websites. [3]

 (d) Explain how a search engine is able to maintain an up-to-date index when the web is 
continually expanding. [3]

9. A large online retail company is relocating to a new purpose-built site and is considering 
incorporating cloud computing into its IT strategy.

 (a) Describe two architectural features that are essential components of a sustainable 
public cloud computing model.  [4]

 In making decisions regarding their computing facilities, the company has to consider the 
following factors:
• the storage of sensitive financial data
• the extensive use of email for promotional purposes
• the increased demand over the Christmas period 
• any upcoming development projects.

Many companies now use a hybrid approach to cloud computing in which they make use of 
both private and public clouds.

 (b) Explain how this particular company might use a hybrid approach. [6]

End of option C
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Option D — Object-oriented programming

A small health clinic with three doctors operates in a village.  All clients of the clinic have their 
details stored in the clinic’s database.  Patients that visit the clinic during the day are given a 
priority rating (1–3) and are seated in a waiting room to wait for the next available doctor.  When it 
is their turn, the patients are taken from the waiting room to have a consultation with their assigned 
doctor, who makes a diagnosis, provides treatment and writes a prescription.

The clinic’s system is coded in Java.  There are many objects in this system and some of them are 
listed below.

Object Description
Doctor A licensed professional who treats patients in the clinic.

Patient A sick person who requires a consultation with a doctor.

WaitingRoom A place where patients wait for their consultations.
Consultation A dated meeting between a doctor and a patient which results in a 

diagnosis, treatment and a prescription for medication.
Treatment A dated record of all actions and medication prescribed to treat the 

patient’s diagnosed condition.

The three objects Patient, WaitingRoom and Treatment have been defined in the following 
UML diagrams:

Treatment

String date
Integer patientId
String doctor
String actions
String medication

setDate (String date)
setPatientId (Integer id)
setDoctor (String doctor)
setActions (String actions)
setMedication (String medication)
String getDate()
Integer getPatientID()
String getDoctor()
String getActions()
String getMedication()
String toString()

Patient

Integer id
String name
Integer priority
String doctor

setId (Integer id)
setName (String name)
setPriority (Integer priority)
setDoctor (String doctor)
Integer getID()
String getName()
Integer getPriority() 
String getDoctor()
String toString()

WaitingRoom

Patient[10]patients

add(Patient newPatient)
void callNextPatient()
Integer findNextPatientIndex()
remove(Integer n)

(Option D continues on the following page)
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(Option D continued)

The Patient and WaitingRoom objects are implemented as follows:

public class Patient
{
 private int id;
 private String name;
 private int priority;
 private String doctor;

 public Patient(int i, String n, int p)
 { 
  id = i;
  name = n;
  priority = p;
  doctor = null;
 }
 public void setId(int i) { id = i; } 
 public void setName(String n) { name = n; } 
 public void setPriority(int p) { priority = p; }
 public void setDoctor(String d) { doctor = d; }
 public int getId() { return id; } 
 public String getName() { return name; } 
 public int getPriority() { return priority; }
 public String getDoctor() { return doctor; }
 public String toString() { return id+" "+name+" "+priority+" "+doctor; } 
}

public class WaitingRoom
{
 private Patient[] patients = new Patients[10];

 // uses default constructor

 public void add(Patient newPatient) 
 // adds the new patient in the next empty array location
 { 
  int i = 0;
  while ((patients[i] != null) && (i < 10))
  { 
   i=i+1; 
  }
  if (i==10) { System.out.println("No more space in the waiting room."); }
  else { patients[i] = newPatient; }
 }

(Option D continues on the following page)
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(Option D continued)

 public void callNextPatient()
 // finds the next patient, outputs their details 
 // and removes the patient from the array
 {
  int index = 0;
  if (patients[0]==null) 
  { 
   System.out.println("The waiting room is empty."); 
  }
  else 
  {
   index = findNextPatientIndex();
   remove(index);
  }
 }

 private int findNextPatientIndex() 
 // returns the index of the first patient with the
 // highest priority in the array patients
 { 
  int max = 0;
  //... code missing ...
  return max;
 }

 private void remove(int n) 
 // outputs the data of the patient instance at array index n
 // and removes that patient by shifting all remaining patients
 // by one index towards the front of the array
 { 
  //... code missing ...
 }
}

(Option D continues on the following page)
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(Option D continued)

10. (a) Define the term constructor, using an example from the code on pages 12 and 13. [2]

 (b) Describe one additional field that might have been included in the Patient class.  
Include a data type and sample data in your answer. [2]

 (c) Describe the relationship between the Patient object and the WaitingRoom object. [2]

 Consider the WaitingRoom class as presented on pages 12 and 13.

 (d) Construct the missing lines of code in the findNextPatientIndex() method to return 
the index of the first patient with the highest priority in the patients array.   
Note: the highest possible priority is 3. [3]

 (e) Construct the remove(int n) method which outputs the data of the patient object at 
index n and then removes that patient object by moving all remaining patient objects 
one index towards the front of the patients array.  

  You may assume that n is a valid index between 0 and 9, and that an instance of 
Patient exists at that index. [6]

11. (a) In relation to the Patient class, outline one advantage of encapsulation. [2]

 (b) In relation to the Treatment object, discuss one ethical consideration when designing 
software that stores patients and their illnesses. [4]

 The clinic would like to start storing details in a Doctor object, including full name, telephone 
number and whether the doctor is present or not.  For example:

name: Dr Henriëtte Mănescu-Raţa

phone: 0734511122

present: true

 (c) Design the Doctor object using a UML diagram. [3]

 (d) In relation to the Doctor object, outline the need for extended character sets as used 
by modern programming languages. [3]

(Option D continues on the following page)
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(Option D continued)

12. Treatment objects are being instantiated throughout the day and added to a collection.  The 
object treatmentFile contains the following methods which act on that collection:

• getNext() which reads the next treatment from the collection and returns it
• hasNext() which returns false when there are no more treatments in the collection.

 Construct the method showMedicationByDoctor(), which will take the name of a doctor 
as a parameter and output the medication for each treatment in the collection that has been 
provided by that doctor.  You may assume that treatmentFile has been declared as a 
global variable, that it is open for reading, and that the first time getNext() is called it will 
return the first treatment from the collection. [6]

13. The Treatment object needs to be developed further.  There are three possible types of 
treatment and this is to now be recorded.

• ambulatory – the patient is treated and goes home afterwards
• in-patient – the patient spends one or more nights in the clinic
• referral – the patient is sent to a hospital in a nearby city.

 All treatments have common fields such as ID of the patient, date and a doctor object, but 
other fields are different.  For example, ambulatory and in-patient treatments include 
medication while referral does not.  On the other hand, referral includes the name of 
the hospital that the patient was sent to and whether or not ambulance transportation was 
used.  In-patient treatment includes a room number.

 (a) Construct diagrams to show how inheritance can be used to re-design the Treatment 
class. [6]

 (b) Describe three advantages of modularity in program development. [6]

End of option D
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Section A

Answer all questions.

1. State three potential usability issues with cell phones. [3]

2. (a) State the purpose of cache memory. [1]

 (b) Draw a diagram to show the relationship between random access memory (RAM),  
the processor and cache memory. [1]

3. Outline one advantage and one disadvantage of wireless networks. [4]

4. Construct a truth table for the Boolean expression not (A xor B) and C.   
Use the following headings in your table.

A B C A xor B NOT (A xor B) not (A xor B) and C

[4]

5.	 Many	different	people	and	organizations	upload	scientific	materials	to	the	internet.
A student uses data from the internet in a science project.

Outline two ethical issues concerning this use of the internet. [4]
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6. Consider the following algorithm that inputs X and N, and outputs P. 

 (a) Determine how many times multiplication is performed when the algorithm is executed. [1]

 (b) Construct a trace table for the algorithm when X=2 and N=4.  Use the following 
headings in your table.

X N P N>0 output

[4]

 (c) State the purpose of the algorithm. [1]

7. Outline the features of a virtual private network (VPN). [2]

X,N

false true

P=1

N>0

P P=P*X

N=N-1
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Section B

Answer all questions.

8. A book shop has a computer at each point of sale, and also a central computer.

When a customer buys a book in the book shop, the salesperson at the point of sale uses a  
scanning device to input a barcode from the book.  

The barcode is sent to the central computer where the barcode of each book and the 
corresponding price are held in a database on a disk.

When the price is found, it is sent to the point of sale computer where all necessary  
calculations are performed, details of the transaction are stored on a local disk and a receipt 
is printed out.

(a)	 Construct	a	system	flow	chart	for	the	system	described	above.	 [5]

At the point of sale there are peripheral devices other than the scanning device and printer.

(b) Outline the purpose of one other possible peripheral device in this scenario. [2]

The customers can also buy books online.  A customer can select a book, and then enter 
their name, address and credit card number.  This data is stored on the book shop’s  
central computer in a database of customer orders.

 (c) Outline the purpose of protocols in transferring this data. [2]

(d) (i) Identify two sources of risk to personal data in this online system. [2]

(ii) State two	measures	that	the	book	shop	can	take	to	address	the	risks	identified	 
in part (d)(i). [2]

(iii) Outline the consequences to the customer if their data is not adequately protected. [2]
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9. A new higher level programming language is being developed.

(a) Identify two reasons why consistent grammar and syntax should be essential features 
of a higher level programming language. [2]

(b) Identify two features of a user interface that will allow application programmers to 
interact more easily with the programming language. [2]

(c) State one method of providing user documentation. [1]

Application programmers who use this programming language will be able to choose to use 
either an interpreter or a compiler.

(d) (i) Outline the need for an interpreter or a compiler. [2]

(ii) Describe one advantage to application programmers of having both an 
interpreter and a compiler available. [2]

One	of	the	predefined	sub-programs	in	the	new	language	is	sumOdd().  It accepts an integer  
N as input.  If N<=0 it outputs -1,	otherwise	it	outputs	the	sum	of	the	first	N odd numbers.  

For example:
sumOdd(4) outputs 16, because 4 is not less than 0, and 1 + 3 +	5	+ 7 = 16.
sumOdd(−3) outputs −1, because −3 is less than 0.

(e) Construct, in pseudocode, the algorithm for sumOdd(). [4]

(f)	 Outline	the	need	for	predefined	sub-programs	and	collections.	 [2]
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10. In a school there are 2400 students and each student uses one locker.  Each locker has a unique 
number from 1 to 2400.

 The lockers are to be painted in four colours: red, white, yellow and blue, in order of locker 
numbers, as shown in the following table.

Locker 
Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 … 2399 2400

Colour red white yellow blue red white yellow blue … yellow blue

The	pattern	of	colours	continues	in	this	manner.		For	example,	locker	number	15	will	be	 
painted yellow.

(a) State the colour that locker number 442 will be painted. [1]

Each student is responsible for painting his or her locker.  Some students do not know how  
to determine the colour they should use.

(b) Construct, in pseudocode, an algorithm that accepts a locker number as input,  
and	outputs	the	colour	that	this	locker	should	be	painted.	 [5]

Three arrays are used to hold the following information:
• the names of students in alphabetical order, are held in the array STUDENT_NAME[];
• the corresponding locker number is held in the array LOCKER_NO[];
• whether the locker has been painted or not is held in the array PAINTED[]. 

STUDENT_NAME[] LOCKER_NO[] PAINTED[]

[0] Abbatt, Robert 561 true

[1] Anner, Sarah 1256 false

[2] Baber, Ivy 811 false

… … …

[2399] Zyzz, Zyre 45 true

For example STUDENT_NAME[1]	is	Sarah	Anner.		She	is	responsible	for	locker	number	1256	
and this locker has not been painted yet.

(c) (i) State the name of the student who is responsible for painting locker number 811. [1]

(ii) Construct, in pseudocode, an algorithm that counts and outputs the number of 
lockers that have been painted so far. [4]

(d)	 Describe	an	efficient	algorithm,	which	accepts	a	student’s	name	as	input,	and	outputs	
the corresponding locker number and whether or not it has been painted. [4]
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Option A — Databases

1. A college maintains a database to store information about the courses that it offers, as shown 
in the table below.

CourseTable
CourseID Course_Name Duration

(Hours)
Cost

CS1200 Word Processing 10 30.00
CS1234 Databases 20 60.00
CS1201 Java Programming 105 150.00
CS5201 Java Programming – Advanced 50 90.00
CS1280 Python Programming 75 130.00
CS1331 C Programming 100 180.00
CS1209 Spreadsheets 20 30.00

… … … …

 (a) Outline the difference between data and information. [2]

 (b) Suggest an appropriate data type for each attribute in this database. [3]

 (c) Explain the role of data validation. [2]

 (d) State a validation check which might be helpful when entering a 

  (i) CourseID; [1]

  (ii) Cost. [1]

 (e) (i) Identify the steps in a query, that could be constructed to produce a list of the 
names of courses with a duration between 40 and 80 hours. [3]

  (ii) Describe one function that is required to be performed on databases,  
other than the query function. [2]

2.	 The	database	schema	is	the	definition	that	describes	the	entire	configuration	of	a	database.

 (a) Outline the characteristics of the three levels of the schema. [6]

 (b) (i) Explain two responsibilities of a database administrator. [4]

  (ii) Explain, with an example, how the database administrator would use a data 
definition	language.	 [3]

 (c) Identify four consequences of poor data modelling in the design of a database. [4]

(Option A continues on the following page)
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(Option A continued) 

3. Normalization can be described as a process of taking data from a given problem and 
designing it to a set of relations while ensuring data integrity and reducing data redundancy.

 (a) Outline what is meant by data redundancy. [2]

 (b) Outline what is meant by referential integrity of data. [2]

The following table, College, holds information about students, subjects and examination grades.

College
StudentID Name Gender Subject ExamGrade

CA3214 Ann Stern F Biology 5
CA3214 Ann Stern F Mathematics 5
CA3214 Ann Stern F Chemistry 3
SE1123 Mia Mann F Biology 7
FR2345 Joseph Hu M Computer Science 7
FR2345 Joseph Hu M Biology 6
FR2345 Joseph Hu M Physics 5
WR6543 Rea Kohn F Mathematics 4

… … … … …

 (c) Explain the steps that would have to be taken in order to hold this data in a relational 
database in 2nd Normal Form (2NF).  You should include an example of the 2NF form  
in your answer. [6]

 (d) Describe two ways that a database management system (DBMS) can be used to 
promote data security. [4]

End of Option A
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Option B — Modelling and simulation

4. The population of rare tropical insects on an island follows a geometric model such that the 
population multiplies by k from one month to the next.

For example if k = 2 the population would double each month.  

This situation can be expressed as either Pn+1 = kPn  or  Pn = P0 kn.

P0 is the initial population.
k is a constant.
Pn is the population after n months.

 (a) For a value of k = 3 and an initial population of 100, calculate the population after two 
months, P2. [2]

 (b) With the aid of a diagram, outline the way in which a spreadsheet could be used to 
estimate	the	size	of	the	population	after	each	of	the	first	10	months.	 [3]

Each month it is estimated that only 40 % of insects survive due to various circumstances 
such as climate and lack of nutrition.  This is known as a constant survival rate of 0.4.

 (c) Outline how this factor could be built into your spreadsheet, stating any assumptions 
that you make. [2]

Another model assumes a changing survival rate and recalculates the rate for each month  
using the following formula:

xn+1 = r xn (1 − xn) where xn is the survival rate in month n.  (0 < xn < 1)  
r is a constant.

For example, using r = 3	and	a	survival	rate	of	0.4	in	the	first	month,	the	survival	rate	for	the	
second month would be:

x2 = r x1 (1 − x1) = 3 × 0.4 × 0.6 = 0.72.

	 (d)	 Construct	an	algorithm	to	calculate	and	output	survival	rates	for	the	first	10	months,	
assuming that r = 3 and an initial survival rate of 0.4. [5]

The following table shows a comparison between a model with a constant survival rate of 
0.4 and a model with a changing survival rate,	for	the	first	nine	months.

Population (Constant survival rate) 100 64 51 41 33 26 21 17 13 11

Population (Changing survival rate) 100 72 61 71 61 71 61 71 62 71

	 (e)	 With	reference	to	the	figures	shown,	suggest	how	these	results	could	be	used	to	
compare the accuracy of the two models. [4]

(Option B continues on the following page)
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(Option B continued)

5.	 Influenza	is	a	contagious	disease	and	a	new	form	is	spreading	throughout	a	city.		Some	
people are affected more than others and the illness is spreading more quickly in some parts 
of the city than in others.  Members of the public can be given a vaccine that will prevent 
them	from	contracting	influenza.		Unfortunately,	a	limited	amount	of	vaccine	is	available.

 (a) Outline how the characteristics of the people most affected could be determined. [2]

Age, gender and current health may be factors that affect risk.

	 (b)	 Describe	how	a	model	of	those	most	affected	could	be	defined	and	applied	to	the	
population to estimate the number of people who are at risk. [4]

 (c) Outline one limitation of the model. [2]

Each day the areas in the city where people have contracted the illness are recorded.   
These records can be used to simulate an estimate of the areas immediately at risk. 

	 (d)	 Describe	the	process	of	testing	and	refining	the	simulation.	 [3]

 (e) Discuss how this modelling and simulation could be used to limit the spread and impact 
of the illness. [4]

6. Bridges are modelled and these models are tested using sophisticated software before being 
presented for construction.

The software enables the architect to:
• define	the	shape	of	the	bridge
• apply parameters such as width, length and material to the structure
• view the bridge from different perspectives
• test the strength and stability of the bridge under all conditions.

The	architect	starts	by	defining	the	basic	shape	of	the	required	bridge.		This	includes	the	
span of the bridge (from one end to the other), and the struts (pillars) that are needed to 
support the bridge.  During this phase the architect has a wire frame image to work with.  
When the design is complete, the image is rendered to give a solid view of the bridge.

 (a) Outline the way in which the wire frame image can be used by the architect to adjust  
the parameters and view the bridge from many different perspectives. [3]

 (b) Describe how the wire frame image of the bridge is held in memory. [4]

 (c) Suggest reasons for making changes on the wire frame model rather than the  
solid view model. [3]

 (d) Suggest a strategy to test the model and ensure that the bridge will be safe  
once constructed. [4]

End of Option B
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Option C — Web science

7.	 A	large	file	is	being	downloaded	from	a	website	using	TCP/IP	protocols.

 (a) Outline one difference between the internet and the World Wide Web (WWW). [2]

 (b) Outline the function of the transmission control protocol (TCP) in the operation 
described above. [3]

The WWW is continually expanding and this has led to an upgrade in the internet  
protocol (IP).  The IP that uses 32 bits is being replaced by one that uses 128 bits.

 (c) Outline the reasons for replacing the 32 bit protocol. [3]

The	new	IP	uses	a	different	format	for	representing	the	address	field	in	the	packet.

 (d) State the effect that this has on the domain name servers (DNS). [1]

	 (e)	 Evaluate	the	choice	of	compression	software	in	the	transfer	of	the	file.	 [5]

8. ACAME is a company that offers a subscription service that permits the downloading of 
animated	cartoons.		When	browsing	their	website	the	following	uniform	resource	locator	(URL)	
is visited:

http://minerva.hq.acame.net/Products/index.html

	 (a)	 Identify	in	the	given	URL	

  (i) the domain name of the server; [1]

	 	 (ii)	 the	file	path	of	the	resource	in	the	server.			 [1]

The web page contains the following line referring to a contact person.

mailto:sly.coyote@acame.net.

 (b) Outline why an expression related to mail services provides a  
uniform	resource	identifier	(URI)	but	not	a	URL.	 [2]

Access to part of the website is restricted and requires authentication.

 (c) State two disadvantages of having the authentication based on the IP address of  
the client. [2]

ACAME has developed its website to be accessible on many different devices.  CSS is used 
in the development of the website.

 (d) With reference to this use of CSS 

  (i) describe one advantage for the user; [2]

  (ii) describe one advantage for the web developer. [2]

The website is extremely popular.  ACAME relies on a large network of servers to store and 
distribute their cartoons.

 (e) Discuss the implications of having distributed systems. [5]

(Option C continues on the following page)
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(Option C continued)

9. A user interacts with a web form in order to select the towns where there are schools with 
computer science classes.  The web form has two windows, one for the country, and one 
for the town where a school is located.  The web form is made interactive to the user so that 
when selecting a country, only the appropriate towns in that country are displayed.

 (a) Describe how this interaction can be generated dynamically. [3]

By making the selection through the web form, the individual websites of the selected 
schools, including other resources and services, may be accessed.

 (b) Outline the role of open standards in providing web-based services. [4]

Schools manage their own website and resources, and the school website must be  
easily retrieved.

 (c) Explain one example of the use of a white hat technique to optimize the search process.   [3]

 (d) Discuss, with an example, how a Creative Commons license could be used in 
this situation. [6]

End of Option C
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Option D — Object-oriented programming

In a particular country the Department of Transport analyses all of the train journeys of the different train 
companies in order to determine their reliability.  

A team of programmers have created an OOP system for the Department of Transport to use.
The TrainCompany class is partially shown below.

public class TrainCompany
{
 private String companyName;
 private String companyCode;
 private int numberOfJourneys;
 private Journey[] journeyHistory = new Journey[100000];
 
 public TrainCompany(String x, String y)
 {

this.companyName = x;
this.companyCode = y;
this.numberOfJourneys = 0;

 }
 public TrainCompany(){}

 
// accessor and mutator methods

 Journey getJourney(int x)
 {

return journeyHistory[x];
 }

 
public void addJourney(Journey j)

 {
 journeyHistory[numberOfJourneys] = j;
 numberOfJourneys++;
 }

 public double averageDelay()
 {code missing}

// returns the average delay for all of a company’s journeys
 

public String longestDelay(Codes[] c)
 {code missing}

// returns the route name for the journey with the longest delay

public String toString(Codes[] c)
{code missing}

}

(Option D continues on the following page)
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(Option D continued)

10. (a) By making reference to OOP features, outline why it is possible for the TrainCompany 
class to have two constructors. [3]

 (b) Outline the consequence of having the accessor and mutator methods declared  
as protected. [2]

11. Every time a train journey is completed a Journey object is created.  The Journey class is 
partially shown below.

public class Journey
{

private … routeCode;
// A unique identifier for a particular route

private … delay;
// Minutes late in arriving at the destination

private … weatherRelated;
// Equals true if the journey is affected by the weather,
// otherwise false.

// Constructor which initializes all 3 of the above data items
// accessor and mutator methods.

}

 (a) State the most appropriate data type for each of the three data items in the  
Journey class. [2]

 (b) Construct the constructor method for the Journey class. [3]

The following code updates the journey information for each train company.  This includes 
the creation of the data structure allCompanies, which is an array of TrainCompany.

TrainCompany[] allCompanies = new TrainCompany[3];

allCompanies[0] = new TrainCompany(“Southern”,”T290”);
allCompanies[1] = new TrainCompany(“Northern”,”T400”);
allCompanies[2] = new TrainCompany(“Eastern”,”T155”);

Journey s = new Journey(“J100”,3, false);
Journey t = new Journey(“J103”,8, true);
Journey u = new Journey(“J104”,10, true);

allCompanies[0].addJourney(s);
allCompanies[1].addJourney(t);
allCompanies[0].addJourney(u);
allCompanies[0].addJourney(new Journey(“J101”,6, false));

System.out.println(allCompanies[0].getCompanyCode());
System.out.println(allCompanies[0].getJourney(1).getDelay());
System.out.println(allCompanies[1].getNumberOfJourneys());

 (c) State the output after the above code is executed. [3]

(Option D continues on the following page)
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(Option D continued)

12. The Department of Transport requires data from each company regarding the average length 
of delays.  Delays that are caused by the weather are not included.

The averageDelay() method in the TrainCompany class returns the average delay for all 
of the journeys.  The method does not count delays caused by weather.

 (a) State the value returned by the method call allCompanies[0].averageDelay();, 
assuming that the code in question 11 has been executed. [1]

 (b) Construct the method averageDelay().  You can assume that each TrainCompany 
object has at least one journey. [6]

13. A further class, Codes, links each routeCode to the routeName, which contains the 
departure and destination stations, as shown below.

public class Codes 
{

private String routeName; // e.g. New Amsterdam – Diamond City 
private String routeCode;

public Codes(String a, String b)
{

this.routeName = a;
this.routeCode = b;

}
public String getRouteCode()
{

return routeCode;
}

public String getRouteName()
{

return routeName;
}

}

	 (a)	 Construct	the	UML	diagram	for	the	Codes class. [3]

The array allCodes[] is an unordered array of Codes objects.  It contains the details 
of every route for all of the train companies.  The method longestDelay()in the 
TrainCompany class returns the route name for the journey with the longest delay not 
caused by the weather.

 (b) Construct the method longestDelay().  You can assume that all route codes are 
present in allCodes[]. [7]

(Option D continues on the following page)
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(Option D continued) 

14. The Department of Transport wants to expand this program to include similar analysis for bus 
and airplane journeys.

 (a) Describe how inheritance could be used to provide an organized set of classes for all of 
these forms of transport. [4]

 (b) (i) Draw a diagram showing the dependencies between all of the classes described 
so far, including any introduced in part (a).  You can assume that the Journey 
and Codes classes remain unchanged. [4]

  (ii) Outline the reasons for keeping dependencies to a minimum.  You should include 
an example using the classes described so far. [3]

The output from one call to the toString() method in the TrainCompany class is shown below.

Eastern : Average Delay = 2.5 minutes : Longest Delay = Newtown – Westlock Bay

 (c) Construct the toString() method.  You should make use of previously  
defined	methods.		 [4]

End of Option D
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Introduction

Animation has played an important role in entertainment for over 50 years, from its beginnings in 
television cartoons (aimed originally at children) through to sophisticated visual effects found in many of 
the latest films and computer games.

Before the involvement of computers, animation was a long-drawn-out affair carried out by teams of 
designers painstakingly drawing a series of frames, each of which showed the 2D scene a fraction of 
a second after the previous one.  These frames would then be copied onto transparent cels.  The cels 
were photographed as a continuous film.  If the frame rate was high enough, the motion would appear 
realistic to the human eye.

Towards the end of the last century, computers were increasingly used in animation: an example being 
the production of the frames in between the hand-drawn keyframes.  But it was not until 1995 that 
the first full length feature film to be completely generated through computer graphics techniques was 
produced, Toy Story from Pixar Studios.

Modern day animation falls into the field of computer-generated imagery (CGI), which brings massive 
processing power into the realm of film making.  This allows anthropomorphic creatures and fantasy 
worlds to be seamlessly incorporated into films with a degree of photorealism that would not have been 
previously possible.

Advanced 3D modelling software now uses primitives to produce the initial wire-frame models.  Each 
model is rigged with an array of information about the properties of its important features.  Increased 
processing power has led to the extensive use of complex algorithms for interpolating between each of 
these properties as part of the tweening process.  Rendering techniques allow lighting and shading to be 
applied to each frame.

Animation production pipeline

PRE-PRODUCTION PRODUCTION POST-PRODUCTION

Story, script, concept art
 Storyboard, animatic
 Design

 Visual effects

 3D layout
 Shading

 Animation
 Lighting

 Compositing
 Post-processing
 Final output

Modelling

Rigging/Setup

Rendering

The desire to make animation as realistic as possible has led to motion capture (Mo-cap), a technique 
which allows actors to transmit their movements and, to a certain extent, their personalities and 
expressions onto imaginary characters, for example Gollum in the Lord of the Rings franchise.
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The animation production pipeline, as shown in the diagram on the previous page, represents the 
various stages involved in modern day productions.  This case study explores a small part of this 
pipeline through the eyes and words of the specialist technology company Pacific FX, a small firm that 
has entered the CGI market and which is engaged in projects involving work in films, commercials and 
computer games.  Their focus is on providing the computer animation for these projects.

Pacific FX 

Xiao-Ling is the head of one of the design teams at Pacific FX and discussed two of the current 
projects in which they are engaged.  She explained that the steady increase in available and affordable 
processing power has allowed computer graphics and animation to reach levels that blur the distinction 
between fact and fiction, and allows small companies like Pacific FX to enter the market.

“We are currently working on two projects: a computer game designed to be played on ordinary home 
computers and a short animated commercial.  The fact that one needs to be rendered in real-time whilst 
the other can be completely prepared offline leads to the possibility of using different techniques.”

She went on to explain how the main principles of animation are similar to the pre-computer era.

“We still produce keyframes at significant points in the action, as was previously the case.  But these 
keyframes are no longer hand-drawn.  We either use modelling software directly to create the characters 
and objects or we create them as physical models and then use 3D scanners to import them into the 
software.  In each case, wire-frame models are created out of many polygons (the smaller and more 
numerous the polygons, the more detail there will be) ready for the application of texture and colour.”

She explained how the in between frames that used to be passed to the assistant designers to be  
hand-drawn are now created by computer algorithms that interpolate between the keyframes.

“The process of creating the frames is similar to the previous methods where keyframes are created and 
then the software carries out the tweening process.  These keyframes are not necessarily created at 
regular intervals but must be carefully chosen.  The algorithms basically interpolate between the 
attributes of each object to produce, usually, 24 frames per second.  This, at its simplest, can be a 
straightforward translation in the x-direction (for example, rolling a sphere).  However, in reality the 
process is far more complicated as each scene will have many objects, with each object being rigged 

Wire-frame model of a fish
with possibly hundreds of control points (avars).  Each of 
these control points will have different attributes and each 
attribute may have its own algorithm for dealing with the 
tweening process (for example, a person turning their face 
and changing expression).  The amount of processing 
required quickly adds up.

“For movement, built-in libraries based on inverse kinematics 
will be used.  The process of morphing one face into another 
has some similarities to the tweening process, although the 
construction of the in between frames does differ.”

She used the model of a fish (see wire-frame diagram) to 
illustrate the use of polygons and the positions of avars 
(shown as red circles).  These avars are the significant 
points on each object that can be controlled by the animators 
through properties assigned to them which are then 
processed by the tweening algorithms.
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The animated commercial project

Xiao-Ling discussed how they have experimented with the stop motion technique using plasticine models 
(as used in Coraline and the Wallace and Gromit films), but had preferred the greater degree of freedom 
offered by the use of wire-frame modelling.

The fact that this project can be produced offline has the benefit that rendering speed is not important, 
which led Pacific FX to investigate the possibilities of using Mo-cap.  This involved attaching as many 
discs to their actors as there were avars on the wire-frame models.  An array of cameras would then 
record all of the data associated with the movements of these discs.  This data would later be input into 
the modelling program.  Xiao-Ling added that both passive and active systems exist. 

“Care has to be taken, however, as to how much realism is presented.  Successful animation occurs 
when the audience empathizes with the characters and in this respect animators need to be aware of the 
uncanny valley effect.”

In spite of the availability of affordable processing, Xiao-Ling stressed that there were still limits to what a  
small company could realistically do.  She referred to a DreamWorks film, How to Train Your Dragon 2.

“This film required the use of 10 000 simultaneous computing cores, and 75 million computing hours, 
to render all the images.  It also requires 250 TB of active disk space to store the film.  The major 
companies invest heavily in processing power that can involve both render farms and the use of the 
cloud.  For companies such as ours, there always has to be a trade-off between realism and available 
processing power.”*

The computer game project

The real-time nature of this game affected the design decisions of Xiao-Ling’s team.

The background scenes can be created using standard matte designs but it is also possible to render 
landscapes using quite simple fractal algorithms, as Xiao-Ling said:

“Using the Diamond Square algorithm starting with simple rectangles, a surprising degree of complexity 
and realism can be produced, and by varying the ‘error’ an infinite variety of designs can be created.”

In the rendering process of each scene, the use of light and shade contribute significantly to the quality  
of the display.  There are various algorithms that can be used, all of which attempt to solve the basic 
rendering equation.  Here Xiao-Ling considered two different methods: ray-tracing and scanline rendering.

* www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/…/How-technology-is-driving-the…
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Ray-tracing involves exploring the path of light rays between the eye of the viewer (the “camera” in the 
diagram) and the light source, taking into account the different effects that the virtual objects have on the 
passage of light.  Although the basic algorithm is quite simple to understand, as the number of objects 

Ray-tracing

Light source
Image

View ray

Camera

Shadow ray

Scene object

[Source: adapted from Henrik, http://en.wikipedia.org]

in each frame increases so do the changes 
of direction that the light rays can take.  
As the intensity and colour of light at each 
pixel needs to be computed for each frame, 
the computational cost can be high.  It is 
fundamentally a recursive process that 
needs to be limited.

An alternative is scanline rendering which 
simplifi es the issue of “hidden surface 
determination”.  The algorithm progressively 
scans each horizontal line of pixels.  
If objects are encountered, the one closest 
to the camera is then given a colour 
attribute which is dependent upon various 
factors.

Xiao-Ling added that because scanline 
rendering is an embarrassingly parallel 
algorithm it is particularly suited to be 
processed by GPUs.

Ethical considerations

Pacifi c FX has employed some computer science graduates who are currently undergoing training.  
Xiao-Ling explained that as part of this training course they look in detail at various ethical considerations 
that a responsible company should take into account when developing their CGI projects.

Future developments

Xiao-Ling concluded by taking a brief look into the future:

“One of the continual fascinations of this industry is that each year brings something different as new 
techniques are developed or present techniques are made possible by computer systems even more 
powerful than what we already have.  It is certain that the games industry will be able to deliver real-time 
rendering which will put computer games at the same level of realism as animated fi lms.”

Challenges faced

Xiao-Ling and Pacifi c FX’s challenges for the immediate future are:

  to investigate both scanline rendering and ray-tracing algorithms for use in the computer game 
project;

  to investigate the techniques of motion capture as a viable option for their commercial project;

  to investigate the demands made by the various processes and algorithms available;

  to prepare the ethics module for the training course;

  to be prepared to incorporate new techniques as they arise.
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Additional terminology to the guide

2D/3D computer graphics
Animation production pipeline
Anthropomorphism
Avars
Cel
Computer-generated imagery (CGI)
Diamond Square algorithm
Embarrassingly parallel
Fractal landscapes
GPU
Hidden surface determination
Inverse kinematics
Keyframes
Matte (process)
Morphing
Motion capture (Mo-cap)
Photorealism
Primitives
Ray-tracing
Render farms 
Rendering
Rendering equation
Scanline rendering
Stop motion (animation)
Tweening
Uncanny valley

Some companies, products, or individuals named in this case study are fictitious and any
similarities with actual entities are purely coincidental.
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Section A

Answer all questions.

1.  Identify two essential features of a computer language. [2]

2. Two fundamental operations of a computer are add and retrieve.  State another two 
fundamental operations. [2]

3. In the context of the networked world, state the role of

 (a) a client. [1]

 (b) a server. [1]

4. Identify one method of inputting data that can improve the accessibility of a computer system 
for some users. [1]

5. Copy and complete the following truth table.

A B A NOR B (A NOR B) OR A
FALSE FALSE … …

… … … …

[3]

6. Construct a logic diagram for the Boolean expression

NOT A OR B AND C. [3]



7. Consider the following algorithm, where N is a positive integer.

 loop for K from 1 to N
  loop for J from 1 to N
   if K = J then
    output K
   end if
  end loop
 end loop

 (a) Determine the number of times the comparison K = J will be performed. [1]

 (b) Determine the number of times the statement output K will be executed. [1]

 (c) Construct the algorithm which performs the same task using a single while loop, 
instead of nested for loops. [4]

8. The machine instruction cycle is the process by which a program instruction is fetched, 
decoded, executed and the results are stored.

 (a) State where all instructions and data are stored. [1]

 (b)  Outline the role of the data bus and address bus in this process. [2]

9.	 Define	the	term	bit. [1]

10. Outline what is meant by beta testing. [2]

Turn over
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Section B

Answer all questions.

11. An	application	package	used	in	an	office	includes	a	word	processor.		A	secretary	uses	the	
word	processor	to	create	a	text	file.

	 (a)	 Describe	how	a	spellchecker	checks	whether	a	word	in	a	text	file	is	correctly	spelt 
or not. [2]

	 The	text	file	is	automatically	saved	at	regular	periods	while	being	edited.

 (b) State one advantage of this feature. [1]

 (c) Identify two additional features of a word processing package that could be useful for 
this	office. [2]

 (d) Outline the purpose of one application software package other than a word processing 
package	that	could	be	used	in	this	office. [2]

	 All	files	created	in	this	office	contain	information	important	to	the	business.

 (e) Outline the security measures that should be taken to prevent data loss. [2]

	 The	office	manager	decides	to	buy	and	install	new	software	and	hardware.		

 (f) Outline one problem that may arise from the installation of new hardware and software 
in	the	office. [2]

 The changeover to the new system can be achieved by either direct changeover or 
phased conversion.

 (g)  Compare direct changeover and phased conversion. [4]



12. A wireless local area network (WLAN) is used to extend access to a school’s wired  
local area network. 

 (a) Identify one hardware component of the WLAN, other than computers. [1]

 The advantages of this WLAN are user-mobility and economical access points. 

 (b) Outline two disadvantages of this WLAN. [4]

 (c)  Identify three ways in which the network administrator can reduce the risk of unauthorized 
access	to	confidential	data. [3]

 The concept of packet data transmission is used within this network. 
 Figure 1	shows	the	simplified	structure	of	a	data	packet.

 Figure 1: The structure of a data packet

Header (12 bytes) Data (112 bytes) Trailer / Footer (4 bytes)
 y  address of sender
 y  address of receiver
 y  protocol
 y  sequence number 
 y  …

Actual data to be transmitted 
(payload)

 y  transmission codes
 y  error checking codes
 y  control bits
 y  …

	 (d)	 Define	the	term	protocol. [1]

 (e) With reference to Figure 1, explain how data is transferred by packet switching. [6]

Turn over
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13.  A character array S holds the word “PSEUDOCODE”.

[0] [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9]
P S E U D O C O D E

 (a) State the index of character “U” in the array S. [1]

 (b) Consider the following algorithm.  The function len() returns the number of characters 
in an array (for example, len(S) is 10).

  K = 0
  CL = 0
  loop while K < len(S)
   if S[K] = "E" then
    CL = CL + 1
   end if
   K = K + 1
  end loop
  output CL

  For this algorithm, copy and complete the following trace table. [4]

K CL K < len(S) S[K] = "E" output
0 0 TRUE FALSE …
… … … … …

 A simple method of encoding a message is to use substitutions to produce a cryptogram.  
 
 Given a positive integer N and the array UPCASELETTERS containing letters in alphabetical 

order, a new array SUBSTITUTE is created by shifting the entire contents of UPCASELETTERS 
to the left, N	times.		As	an	element	moves	off	the	left	of	the	array,	it	moves	back	into	the	right	
side of the array.

 For example, given the array UPCASELETTERS:

[0] [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10][11][12][13][14][15][16][17][18][19][20][21][22][23][24][25]
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

 When N = 5 the array SUBSTITUTE will be:

[0] [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10][11][12][13][14][15][16][17][18][19][20][21][22][23][24][25]
F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C D E

 (c) Construct an algorithm which creates the array SUBSTITUTE.  You may assume that a 
positive integer N and array UPCASELETTERS are given. [5]

(This question continues on the following page)
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(Question 13 continued)

 This encoding method produces a cryptogram of a sentence by replacing each uppercase 
letter of the sentence with its substitute.  Other characters in the sentence are not changed.

 For example, using the arrays shown on page 6:

  Input (sentence): ARS LONGA, VITA BREVIS.
  Output (cryptogram): FWX QTSLF, ANYF GWJANX. 

 The following algorithm fragment inputs the characters, one by one, from the input sentence, 
and outputs its cryptogram using the method encode().

 loop while NOT end-of-input-sentence
  CH = input()
  CRYPTEDCH= encode(CH, UPCASELETTERS, SUBSTITUTE)
  output CRYPTEDCH
 end loop

 The method encode() accepts a character CH and two arrays UPCASELETTERS and 
SUBSTITUTE,	as	defined	above,	and	returns	the	corresponding	character	CRYPTEDCH of the 
character CH.

 (d) Explain the steps to construct an algorithm for the method encode(). [5]
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Section A 

1. Award up to [2 max].
Fixed vocabulary;
Unambiguous meaning;
Consistent grammar;
Consistent syntax;
Provide a way to define basic data types and operations on those types (ability to write
functions/procedures);
Provide ability of Input and output handling;
Provide some kind of loop that can be stopped / conditional statement / branching
(conditional and unconditional branching);
It should have variables that reference computer memory, syntax for basic arithmetic
and logical;
Operations on those memory locations;
It has to run on/be able to be processed by a computer (ie it must have a
compiler/interpreter)

Note: do not accept aspects that address interoperability/portability/standards/user
friendliness [2] 

2. Compare (accept Check);
Store (accept Write / Save);

Note: Accept the following wording for categories of operations
Input (Read);
Processing/execution (eg calculate, decode, fetch, delete, evaluate, sort, transfer,
transmit);
Output;
Control;

Remark: Beware of repetitions with the wording in the question paper, or repetitions
between the two given examples.  Marks should not be awarded twice in those cases.
For example,
Search/look up, or comparable wording, are synonyms of the given Retrieve;
Insert/put, or comparable wording, are synonyms of the given Add;
Lists of repeated arithmetic operations that fall under examples of calculations (subtract,
divide, multiply, square) are all examples of calculations, and hence processing. [2] 

3. (a) A piece of computer hardware or software that accesses a service made
available by a server /  
The role of a client is to access a service made available by a server by sending 
a request for service; 

Note: the term client is to be understood only from the computing perspective, ie 
this is not a human. [1] 

(b) A program/host computer that awaits and fulfills requests from client programs (in
the same or other computers) /
The role of a server is to fulfill requests from client programs (which can reside in
the same or in other computers)

Note: the term server is to be understood only from the computing perspective,
ie this is not a human. [1]
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4. Award up to [1 max].
Text-to-speech;
Voice recognition;
Braille keyboards;
Touch screen;
Input from scanner; [1] 

5. Award [1] for all correct input values, [1] for a correct A NOR B column and [1] for a
correct (A NOR B) OR A column.

A B A NOR B (A NOR B) OR A 
FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE 
FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE 
TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE 
TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE 

[3] 

6. Award [1] for each correctly placed gate, up to [3 max].

[3] 

Note:  Award only [1] for an answer of: 
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7. (a)  N2 [1] 

(b) N; [1] 

(c) Award marks as follows up to [4 max].
Award [1] for correct initialization.
Award [1] for correct condition.
Award [1] for correct output.
Award [1] for changing the value of controlling variable.

Note: The question explicitly requires one while loop.
Do no not accept a for loop.  Do not accept two while loops.

Example answer
K = 1
loop while K <= N
 output K 

K = K + 1 
end loop 

Example answer (including J variable) 
K = 1 
J = 1 
loop while K = J AND K <= N 
 output K 

K = K + 1 
J = J + 1 

end loop [4] 

8. (a) Primary memory / RAM [1] 

(b) Award up to [2 max].
Note: there must be explicit reference to both address and data bus

Example 1
Buses are used as physical connections to carry information to the CPU;
The data bus transports data from/to CPU, whereas the address bus the memory
address where the data is supposed to go/be.

Example 2
Data bus is a physical connection to transport data from-to CPU to be
processed;
Address bus is a physical connection to transport an address of memory storage   where data
(transported in the data bus) should be read/written;

Note: Award [1] mark, for responses that show some understanding of use of
buses in CPU, for address location and data transport without using specialist
terminology    [2]
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9. Binary digit;
(Minimal) unit of storage that can be set to 0 or 1; [1] 

10. Award up to [2 max].
Involves sending sample software to the intended audience;
(Selected audience do not pay for this software);
To try/use the software product;
And give the feedback to the authors (which help in correcting bugs); [2]
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Section B 

11. (a)  Each word in the text file is compared with words in a dictionary (held in
memory/online); 
If the word is found in the dictionary it is correctly spelt / if the word is not found in 
the dictionary, spellchecker will recognize that it is incorrectly spelt; [2] 

(b) Award [1 max].
If power goes off, only the text typed after last (automatic) save is lost;

NOTE: accept responses that express evidence of just a partial loss of the file. [1] 

(c) Award up to [2 max].
Apply styles, effects;
Insert (tables/pictures/graphs/formulas/...);
Mail merge;
Macros;
Print;
etc. [2] 

(d) Award [1] for stating an application software package and [1] for stating its use in
the office, up to [2 max].

Example answers
Spreadsheet;
For graphically presenting various data;

Database software;
For holding employees/customers data;

Web page creators/editors;
To create/manage the office’s web pages;
etc. [2] 

(e) Award up to [2 max].

Off site data storage;
Make backups regularly/periodically/frequently;

Prevent physical damage to the computers / Keep equipment in safe and dust-
free places / Protect equipment from static electricity that can erase data or
damage components / Protection during lightning and electrical storms;

Note:  Accept any reasonable examples, but there should be more than one.
The focus of the question is on data loss, and not in relation to
security/hacking. [2] 

(f) Award [1] for stating a problem and [1] for an elaboration, up to [2 max].
Users/employees might be afraid of these changes (for various reasons);
And not willing to help in this change;

Data migration problems;
For example, different file formats so conversion must be performed;

Employee efficiency may drop;
As they learn to use the new system;

Issue of compatibility with legacy software/hardware;
So features of new software/hardware may not work correctly; [2]
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(g) Award [1] for outlining what is meant by direct changeover, [1] for outlining what
is meant by phased conversion, and then [1] for an advantage or disadvantage
of each, up to [2].

Example answer:
Direct changeover, the old software and hardware is completely replaced, in one
move, by the new software and hardware;
Phased conversion involves selecting one section in the office for the direct
changeover and other sections will be switched when the first section selected is
running satisfactorily.  Eventually the whole office has been changed;
A phased conversion is less risky than a direct changeover as any problems that
might arise will be isolated in only one section in the office;
Direct changeover means everyone in the organization has same
software/hardware and so there are no compatibility issues; [4] 

12. (a) Award up to [1 max].
Wireless router/modem; 
Access points;  
Switch; 
Wireless repeater/extender/booster; [1] 

(b) Award [1] for identifying a disadvantage and [1] for an expansion, for two
disadvantages up to [4 max].

Data transfer will decrease (compared with a wired LAN);
Because the number of computers using the network increases;
(and because) WLAN has lower bandwidth than a wired LAN;

Less data security;
As devices from outside the school can access the network/intercept
transmissions;

More easily open to misuse;
As teacher/administrator cannot directly monitor a specific student/teacher/
machine;

Intermittent connectivity due to physical barriers (walls);
Results in low transfer/speed and may hinder operations.

Note:  Accept any reasonable points, provided they are appropriately
elaborated. [4] 

(c) Award up to [3 max].
Give each user appropriate login details/passwords;
Different access rights for students, teachers, school administrators (file-level and
share-level security);
All passwords and files should be encrypted;
Use the latest WiFi protocol/WPA2;
Require MAC address authentication;
Password protect the documents;

Note: the focus of the question is on confidential data (firewalls not accepted) [3]
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(d) Set of rules for data transmission; [1] 

(e) Award up to [6] as follows:

Award up to [3 max] for a general description of how data is transferred by
packet switching. ([1 max] if this general description is very simplistic and refers
to just the Header/Data/Trailer already shown in the question paper).

Award up to [3 max] for added detail that references the contents of the given
data packet in the answer.

Example of general description

Data is organized in specially formatted units (data packets) which are routed
from source to destination using network switches and routers;

Network switches and routers determine how best to transfer the packet between
a number of intermediate devices (routers and switches) on the path to its
destination (rather than flowing directly over a single wire on the path to its
destination);

Data packets are reassembled at the destination;

Example of referencing content

Addresses have to be in a standard format so that each switch/routing station
recognizes the address;
Address of sender identifies the sending computer, so that any packets not
received can be re-requested;
Address of receiver identifies intended recipient so it can be forwarded on
correctly;
The protocol used must be identified so that the correct rules are followed;
Size of packet / size of fields in packet – All packets/fields must have the same
size so that the data can be reassembled;
Sequence number so that packets can be reassembled in correct order;
Transmission codes to show whether the data packet is transmitted or
re-transmitted;
Control bits, to maintain the integrity of the data by ensuring that the data
received is the same as the data sent;
Error checking code – when an error is detected, an algorithm either corrects
the error or requests that the packet is resent; [6]
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13. (a) 3; [1] 

(b) Award [1] for each correct column, other than column K.

K CL K < len(S) S[K] = "E" output 
0 0 TRUE FALSE
1 " " "
2 1 " TRUE
3 " " FALSE
4 " " "
5 " " "
6 " " "
7 " " "
8 " " "
9 2 " TRUE

10 " FALSE 2 
[4] 

Note: The symbol " appearing in cells above means that the value in that cell is 
the same as the one in the cell just above it; unfilled cells means that no value 
must be present. 

Remark: Accept drawings of tables where the values of the column CL are 
shifted downwards of one cell only, therefore showing the first value 2 when 
K = 10.  Do not propagate by FT to the other columns, they are independent from 
the way CL has been filled.)  [4] 

(c) Example answer 1
Award marks as follows up to [5 max].
Award [1] for correct boundaries in first for-loop.
Award [1] for correct assignment of array SUBSTITUTE in first loop.
Award [1] for correct boundaries in second for-loop.
Award [1] for correct assignment of array SUBSTITUTE in second loop.
Award [1] for incrementing IND in both loops.

IND = 0
loop for K from N to len(UPCASELETTERS)-1

// accept ‘K from 0 to 25’ 
 SUBSTITUTE[IND] = UPCASELETTERS[K] 
 IND = IND+1 
end loop 
loop for K from 0 to N-1 
 SUBSTITUTE[IND] = UPCASELETTERS[K] 
 IND = IND+1 
end loop 
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Example answers 2 and 3 
Award marks as follows up to [5 max]. 
Award [1] for initializing array SUBSTITUTE. 
Award [1] for repeating the process N times. 
Award [1] for temporarily storing SUBSTITUTE[0]  
Award [1] for correctly shifting to the left the contents of array SUBSTITUTE. 
Award [1] for correctly placing the temporary stored value in the last position in 
SUBSTITUTE, after shifting  

Example answer 2 
loop for K from 0 to 25  

SUBSTITUTE[K] = UPCASELETTERS[K]  
end loop 

// accept SUBSTITUTE = UPCASELETTERS 
loop for K from 1 to N 
 TEMP = SUBSTITUTE[0] 
 IND = 0 

loop while IND <= 25 
SUBSTITUTE[IND] = SUBSTITUTE[IND + 1] 
IND = IND + 1 

 end loop 
 SUBSTITUTE[25] = TEMP 
end loop 

Example answer 3 (with for loops) 
loop for K from 0 to len(UPCASELETTERS)-1  

// accept “K from 0 to 25” 
SUBSTITUTE[K] = UPCASELETTERS[K]  

end loop  
// accept SUBSTITUTE = UPCASELETTERS 

loop for K from 1 to N 
 TEMP = SUBSTITUTE[0] 

loop for IND = 0 to len(UPCASELETTERS)-1 
SUBSTITUTE[IND] = SUBSTITUTE[IND + 1] 

 end loop 
 SUBSTITUTE[len(UPCASELETTERS)-1] = TEMP 
end loop 

Example 4 (single loop) 
Award marks as follows up to [5 max]. 
Award [1] for correct outer for loop (correct boundaries) 
Award [1] for correct condition in if statement. 
Award [2 max] for correct first assignment as follows:  

[1] for using correct expressions of both indexes 26 –(N-K) in
SUBSTITUTE,and K in UPCASELETTERS
[1] for using appropriate direction of assignment (UPCASELETTERS is used
to rewrite into
SUBSTITUTE)

Award [1] for correct assignment of SUBSTITUTE in the other branch; 

loop for K from 0 to 25 
if K < N 

SUBSTITUTE[26-(N-K)] = UPCASELETTERS[K] 
 else 

SUBSTITUTE[K-N] = UPCASELETTERS[K] 
 end if 
end loop
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Example 5 (with mod) 

Award [1] creation/generation/instantiation of array SUBSTITUTE of length 26. 
Award [1] correct main loop boundaries 
Award [1] for fully correct mod expression in IND 
Award [1] assignment of IND of mod expression 
Award [1] correct assignment of values to SUBSTITUTE, via IND index. 

loop for K from 0 to 25  
SUBSTITUTE[K] = UPCASELETTERS[K]  

end loop  
// accept SUBSTITUTE = UPCASELETTERS or  
// SUBSTITUTE [K] = ”A” or new array SUBSTITUTE 

loop for K from 0 to 25 //main loop 
IND = (K+N) mod 26 

 SUBSTITUTE[K] = UPCASELETTERS[IND] 
end loop 

Remark: no marks for calculations of indexes that can become negative. [5] 

(d) Award up to [5 max].
Search the array UPCASELETTERS;
Using a linear/sequential or binary search;
Search for the position/index of character CH;
If CH is found in UPCASELETTER;
Return the value stored in the array SUBSTITUTE at this position/index;
Otherwise return CH; [5]
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Option A — Databases

1.  (a) Define the term database transaction. [2]

 (b) Explain the importance of durability in a database transaction. [2]

 (c) Identify two different types of relationships within databases. [2]

 (d) Describe the nature of the data dictionary. [4]

 (e) Identify four responsibilities of a database administrator. [4]

2. A group of art students have taken three examinations in the school year.  Each of the three 
examinations has a maximum mark of 100.  Each student’s total mark for the year is the sum 
of the marks from the three examinations.

 The students have passed unless their marks meet one or both of the following 
failing conditions:

 y  Scoring less than 30 marks on any one of the three examinations.
 y  Scoring a total mark that is less than 150.

 Consider the following relation created by the teacher of this group of students.

CLASS_TABLE
Student_ID Student_Name Exam_One Exam_Two Exam_Three Total
A1209 Ines Prest 30 39 30 99
A1422 Eva Maren 67 29 100 196
C4567 Joe Skrin 100 70 42 212
X0986 Perry Blare 54 68 30 152
B0078 Mia Lorres 26 100 100 226

 (a) With reference to the relation CLASS_TABLE distinguish between data and 
information. [3]

 (b) (i) Define the term entity. [1]

  (ii) State the entity for this example relation. [1]

 (c) Identify an appropriate data type for Student_ID. [1]

 (d) Explain the role of data validation and data verification. [4]

 (e) Explain how Total could be validated. [2]

 (f) Describe the steps in a query that will output

  (i) the names of all students who earned the maximum mark on Exam_Two. [2]

  (ii) the Student_IDs of all candidates who passed. [4]

(Option A continues on the following page)
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(Option A continued)

3. (a) (i) State what is meant by redundant data in databases. [1]

  (ii) Explain one issue that can be caused by redundant data in a database. [2]

 Consider the following example relation.  It holds data about a number of teachers and 
students from different schools who volunteer to support the local community on 
particular days.

 SCHOOL_VOLUNTEERS_TABLE (School_Name, Code, Address, Date, Num_Volunteers)

School_Name Code Address Date Num_Volunteers
Riverbank HS AB1234 Goldmar Dr 15 10/07/2017 32

East High EE1324 East Street 20 10/07/2017 15

East High EE1324 East Street 20 20/10/2017 19

Oceanview HS BG3445 Long Road 123 10/07/2017 14

Oceanview HS BG3445 Long Road 123 20/10/2017 26

Blue Sky HS SB9008 West Street 19 20/10/2017 37

 The key attributes are underlined.

 (b) Identify three characteristics of the 1st Normal Form (1NF) which are evident in 
this relation. [3]

 (c) Explain why a compound key is used for the SCHOOL_VOLUNTEERS_TABLE 
relation. [2]

The following shows the normalized SCHOOL_VOLUNTEERS_TABLE relation: 

SCHOOLS_TABLE
Code, School_Name, Address

VOLUNTEERS_TABLE
Code, Date, Num_Volunteers

 (d) Discuss whether these relations are in third normal form (3NF). [5]

End of Option A
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Option B — Modelling and simulation

4. (a) Distinguish between a computer model and a computer simulation. [4]

 (b) Identify two reasons why some systems are difficult to model successfully. [2]

 Computer simulations are often used in situations where practical experimentation is, 
for some reason, not possible.  One of these reasons could be an ethical issue.

 (c) (i) With clear reference to the ethical issue, describe one example where practical 
experimentation would not be possible for ethical reasons. [3]

  (ii) State three other advantages, apart from ethical reasons, of simulating a 
computer model rather than constructing a physical one. [3]

5. A manufacturing company that produces several products is using spreadsheet software to 
model its finances.  This includes calculations that will estimate different quantities including 
the profit that the company will make in future years.

 The model involves the use of spreadsheet software which will be organized using different 
sheets for different areas of the company’s finances.  Previously less sophisticated methods 
were used to keep track of costs and sales.

 (a) By including examples where appropriate, describe a basic structure for this model. [6]

 (b) Suggest how the reliability of the model could be tested. [2]

 The company has established certain profit targets that it wishes to achieve over the next 
three years.

 (c) Explain how this model can be used to investigate different strategies that will reach 
these targets. [4]

(Option B continues on the following page)
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(Option B continued)

6. Weather forecasters use computer models which are able to simulate future weather 
patterns.  These forecasts were originally limited to the near future.  However, modern 
systems can now produce long range forecasts.

 (a) Suggest two reasons why these simulations have improved both in their accuracy and 
their range. [4]

 (b) Suggest why forecasts become less accurate the more long range they become. [4]

 (c) Discuss whether historical data can be accurately used to forecast future weather. [5]

 The simulation of the weather forecasting models produces specific data which can be output 
in a variety of ways.

 (d) (i) Define the term visualization. [2]

  (ii) With the help of examples, discuss how the development in the way such data 
is visualized has made the results of these simulations more accessible to the 
general public. [6]

End of Option B
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Option C — Web science

7. BuildYourWebSite is an online company that provides a number of common templates for 
building your own website.  Each template includes one HTML file, one CSS file, a folder of 
web images, and a folder of special sound effects.

 (a) Identify two characteristics of HTML. [2]

 (b) Discuss the benefits and disadvantages of the template including a CSS file in addition 
to the HTML page. [6]

 Each template can be downloaded as a single compressed file, using a web browser.

 (c) Explain why TCP/IP is a reliable protocol in relation to downloading operations. [3]

 (d) Evaluate lossy compression and lossless compression when used to download files. [4]

8. Open source code is made available by a community of developers and is frequently 
updated.  The code can be downloaded for free, but users must register with the website and 
have their access authenticated.

 (a) Evaluate the use of server-side scripting to provide the mechanism for registration. [4]

 Authentication is based on signing in to an established third-party company, for example a 
user’s existing email or a social network account.  The third-party company then verifies the 
user, granting them access to the open source code website.

 (b) Explain how the user’s privacy can be maintained whilst using this method of 
authentication. [4]

 The URL of this website is www.OpenSourceDev.org.  Any new pieces of code that the 
developers make available become new resources on the website.  A script generates 
weekly automatic notifications of new code available on the site, and sends this notification to 
users as an email.

 (c) (i) Outline, with an example, how the URL for these new pieces of code will 
be generated. [2]

  (ii) Outline the steps that the script could perform for sending out these notifications. [3]

(Option C continues on the following page)
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(Option C, question 8 continued)

 A fragment of a script and a web form are provided below.
 In the script some functions are not implemented, and only their specification is provided.

 <?php  
  //include a database of urls
  include('url_db.php'); 
  $url = $short = "";
 
  if ($_SERVER["REQUEST_METHOD"] == "POST") 
  { $url = $_POST['url'];
   $short = make_short($url);
   function make_short($u)
   { $x = make_alpha_string($u);
	 	 	 	 $y	=	first4_last4($x);
    $z = limits($x);
    $v = $y. ".".$z;  //string concatenation 
    return $v;
   }

   function make_alpha_string($u)
   { // It removes, in this order: substrings corresponding to
    // protocol names, the substring www, and all characters 
    // except for letters
   }

	 	 	 function	first4_last4($u)
	 	 	 {	//	It	returns	the	string	made	of	the	first	4	characters	
	 	 	 	 //	followed	by	the	last	4	characters	of	$u
   }

   function limits($u)
	 	 	 {	//	It	returns	the	string	made	of	the	first	character	and	
    // last character of $u
   }

   mysql_query("
    INSERT INTO url_db(orig_url, short_url, url_ip) VALUES 
    ( '".$_POST['url']."', 

     '".$short."', 
     '".$_SERVER['REMOTE_ADDR']."'   
    ) 
   ");
  } 
 ?>

 <form method="post" action=""> 
 URL: 
 <input  type="text" name="url" /> 
 <br><br>
 <input type="submit" name="Submit" value="Submit" /> 
 </form> 

 (d) Describe the processing that occurs when the form is filled with the URL 
https://www.the2nd.org/bin.php?id=70 that the server discovers is associated 
with the IP address 172.16.254.1. [3]

(Option C continues on page 9)
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(Option C continued)

9. A museum has an online catalogue of its pieces.  No new pieces have been acquired over 
the past 20 years, and the museum has already been at risk of closure for lack of funding.   
Its website consists only of static web pages.

  It is suggested that the museum’s static web pages may be contributing to the museum’s 
lack of success.

 (a)  Identify three differences between a static web page and dynamic web page. [3]
  
 (b) Suggest two services, and the benefits that they would provide, if the museum were to 

redesign its website to be dynamic. [4]

 (c) Explain how the provision of services on the museum’s website can increase its 
rankings in search engines. [4]

 It is also suggested that the museum’s basic catalogue be revised and upgraded with all of 
the museum’s pieces being catalogued using meta-tags.

 (d) Suggest how the use of meta-tags can be relevant for search engine optimization. [3]

End of Option C

Turn over
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Option D — Object-oriented programming

A restaurant uses an object-oriented program to manage the cost of the food and drink consumed 
by customers.  Everytime a table is occupied a Payment object is instantiated which will contain 
details of the items ordered.  As each item is ordered, a FoodItem or a DrinkItem object is added 
to the Payment object as appropriate.

public class Payment
{
 private FoodItem[]	fi	=	new FoodItem[100];
 private int	fiCount;
 private static double foodTax = 0.2;  // 20 % sales tax added to
                       // all food prices
 private DrinkItem[] di = new DrinkItem[100];
 private int diCount;
 private static double drinkTax = 0.1; // 10 % sales tax added to 
                       // all drink prices
 public Payment()
 {
	 	 fiCount	=	0;
	 	 diCount	=	0;
 }

 public DrinkItem getDi(int x)
 {
  return di[x];
 }

 // all other accessor and mutator methods are included

 // addFoodItem()  – this method adds a new FoodItem object
 // addDrinkItem() – this method adds a new DrinkItem object

 public static double findPrice(Item[]	pl,	String	c)
 {  //code missing  }

 // calculateBill() – This method returns the bill (the total value of 
 // the items consumed for a particular table)
}

public class FoodItem
{
 private	String	itemCode;
 private int quantity;

 public FoodItem(String x, int y)
 {
	 	 itemCode	=	x;
  quantity = y;
 }

 // all accessor and mutator methods are included
}

The DrinkItem class is defined in a similar way.

(Option D continues on the following page)
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(Option D continued)

10. Whenever a Payment object is instantiated, the variables fiCount and diCount are 
initialized to 0 through the code in the constructor.

 (a) Outline an alternative method of initializing these variables that would not require the 
use of the code in the constructor. [2]

 (b) State the implication of the use of the term static in the Payment class. [2]

 (c) With reference to two examples from the classes on page 10, explain the benefits 
gained by the use of different data types. [4]

 (d) Describe the purpose of the following statement: [3]

   private	FoodItem[]	fi	=	new FoodItem[100];

 The Payment class method addFoodItem() is passed a FoodItem object as a parameter.

 (e) Construct the method addFoodItem(). [3]

(Option D continues on the following page)
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(Option D continued)

11. The global variable tables is declared as follows: 

   Payment[] tables = new Payment[50];

 The indices in this array represent the table number, so tables[1] is a Payment object for 
the customers occupying table number 1.

 The driver (main) class contains the following code.  Note: You can assume that all 
appropriate accessor and mutator methods have been included in their respective classes.

 tables[1] = new Payment();
 tables[2] = new Payment();
 FoodItem a  = new FoodItem("f102", 2);
 FoodItem b  = new FoodItem("f100", 1);
 DrinkItem c = new DrinkItem("d102", 3);
 tables[1].addFoodItem(a);
 tables[1].addFoodItem(b);
 tables[2].addDrinkItem(c);
 tables[2].addDrinkItem(new DrinkItem("d103",1));
	 System.out.println(tables[1].getFiCount());
 System.out.println(Payment.getFoodTax());
	 System.out.println(tables[2].getDi(1).getItemCode());

 (a) State the output after this code is executed. [3]

 (b) Construct statements, in code, that will print out the following:

  (i) The number of drink items ordered by table 40. [1]

  (ii) The item code of the third food item ordered by table 2. [1]

(Option D continues on the following page)
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(Option D, question 11 continued)

 The price of each item is stored in an object of the Item class. 
 The class is outlined below:

 public class Item
 {
  private String code; // item code
  private String name; // item name
  private double price; // unit price before tax 
  // all accessor, mutator and constructor methods are included
 }

 All of the objects in this class are held in the global array pl according to the following 
declaration: Item[] pl = new Item[200];

 Note: The number of objects held in this array will change from week to week.

 The method findPrice(Item[]	pl,	String	c) in the Payment class looks up and returns 
the price of the item with code c.

 
 (c) Construct the method findPrice().  You may assume that the item exists in the array. [6]

 When a customer wishes to pay the bill, the calculateBill() method is called.  If the bill 
was for table 10 then the following call would be made:

  double	finalBill	=	tables[10].calculateBill(Item[]	pl);

 (d) Construct the calculateBill() method.  You should make use of any previously 
defined methods. [7]

12. (a) Construct a diagram showing the relationships between the Payment, FoodItem, 
DrinkItem, and Item classes.  You do not need to include the names of attributes 
or methods. [3]

 (b) By making reference to any of the above classes, describe two benefits that a 
programming team would gain from the use of encapsulation. [6]

 The company that owns this restaurant also owns hotels, shops, and a car hire business.  
The programs that manage the finances of these different businesses include classes similar 
to the ones shown in this paper.

 (c) Explain how inheritance could be used as a tool to both improve the clarity of the 
design and to reduce the amount of code that needs to be written. [4]

End of Option D
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Option A — Databases  

1. (a) Award marks as follow up to [2 max].
Award [1] for: a unit of work/logical action; 

performed on a database; 
independent of other transactions; 
changes state of the database; 

Example answer 1 
A database transaction is a logical unit that is independently executed; 
For data retrieval or updates; 

Example answer 2 
A database transaction is a unit of work; 
That is either executed in full or not executed at all; 

Example answer 3 
A database transaction is a way of representing a state change; 
And has four properties, known as ACID; 

Example answer 4 
A database transaction usually means a sequence of steps, treated as a unit; 
For the purposes of satisfying a client’s request; 

Example answer 5 
A database transaction is a process carried out on a database; 
Which may change its state, for example: moving money between bank 
accounts;  [2] 

(b) Award up to [2 max].

Example answer 1
Durability is important because transaction data changes must be available;
Even in the event of database failure;

Example answer 2
Durability means that if the system says the transaction has been committed;
The client does not need to worry about it because transactions that have been
committed will survive permanently;

Example answer 3
Durability in databases is an important property because it ensures transactions
are saved permanently;
And do not accidentally disappear or get erased; [2] 

(c) Award up to [2 max].
One to one;
One to many;
Many to one;
Many to many; [2]
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(d) Award [1] for stating what a data dictionary is and up to [3 max] for describing its
contents.

It is a set of tables/a database that provides information/meta-data about the
database;

A data dictionary contains
The definitions of records/entities in the database;
How much space has been allocated for and is currently used;
Default values for columns/attributes;
Integrity constraint information;
Names of (database) users, their privileges and roles;
Auditing information such as who has accessed or updated data records;
etc (any other general database information);

They do not contain any actual data from the database, it contains only
information for managing it (without a data dictionary a DBMS cannot access
data from the database);
Data dictionaries are usually hidden from users to prevent them from
(accidentally) deleting/changing/destroying its contents; [4] 

(e) Award up to [4 max].
To direct and perform all activities related to a database system;
Installing and configuring software;
Creating new databases;
Designing the database schema and creating any necessary database objects;
Ensure database security is implemented to safeguard the data;
Back up and recover the database;
Work closely with application developers and system administrators to ensure all
database needs are being met;
Apply patches or upgrades to the database as needed;
Training employees who use the database; [4]
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2. (a) Award [1] for stating what data is.
Award [1] for stating what information is.  
Award [1] for stating the difference using an example. 

Example answer 1 
Data is a raw fact, for example, “Joe Skrin” is data/a string; 
Whilst information is data which has meaning; 
In this table “Joe Skrin” is the name of an art student/who had an examination/ 
who passed an examination; 

Example answer 2 
For example, number 99 is data; 
In this database, total 99 is information; 
Because it has meaning, it represents a student’s mark/it shows that the student 
failed; [3] 

(b) (i) An entity is some unit of data that can be classified and has stated
relationships to other data units; 
A real-world object with attributes that is represented as data in a database; [1] 

(ii) In relation to given example, the entity is a single student about whom data
can be stored as a record in this relation; [1] 

(c) String/varchar/char/alphanumeric; [1] 

(d) Award up to [4 max].  Award [1] for stating the purpose of data verification and
[1] for further explanation, up to [2 max].  Award [1] for stating the purpose of
data verification and [1] for further explanation, up to [2 max].

Data verification is a process that ensures the accuracy of data; 
(Accurate data is important because strategies devised based on incorrect data 
lead to inconsistent decision making;) 
Data verification is conducted using proofreading/double entry checks/new data 
cleansing software and technologies have been developed to automate the data 
verification process; 

Data validation ensures the data is logical and reasonable; 
Data validation is a computer-generated process using codes to validate a range 
of data; 

Data verification and data validation (applied in combination) provide quality 
assurance/make sure that processes and strategies are not driven in the wrong 
direction;  [4]
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(e) Award up to [2 max].

Example answer 1 (assuming the value of the Total is calculated)
The calculated value for the total mark must be an integer;
In the range from 0 to 300;
(If it is not, an error message could be output;)

Example answer 2 (assuming the value of the Total is entered)
The entered value for the total mark must be an integer;
In the range from 0 to 300;
The sum of marks on the three exams can be calculated and should be equal to
the entered value for Total;
(If it is not, an error message could be output;) [2] 

Example answer 3
Total is a validated field;
Therefore, if all the individual test fields are validated, the Total value will
automatically be within the specified range;

(f) (i) Award [1] for selecting the correct field from the table and [1] for a correct
comparison, up to [2 max]. 

SELECT Student_Name FROM Class_Table 
WHERE Exam_Two == 100  [2] 

 Note: Accept logically equivalent answers. 

(ii) Award marks as follows up to [4 max].
Award [1] for selecting the correct field from the table.
Award [1] for each of the correct comparisons, up to [4 max].
Award [1] for using logical operators correctly.

Example answer 1
SELECT Student_ID FROM Class_Table
WHERE Exam_One >= 30 and Exam_Two >= 30 and

Exam_Three >= 30 and Total >= 150

 Example answer 2 
SELECT Student_ID FROM Class_Table 
WHERE not (Exam_One < 30 or Exam_Two < 30 or 

Exam_Three < 30 or Total < 150)  [4] 

 Note: Accept logically equivalent answers. 
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3. (a) (i) Award [1 max].
Redundant data means data that is held in two different places within a 
database; [1] 

(ii) Award [1] for identifying an issue caused by data redundancy and [1] for a
brief explanation up to [2 max].

It could give the system unwanted/unexpected results;
due to the use of inaccurate data;

It may lead to additional storage requirements;
As data is used more times than necessary; [2] 

(b) Award up to [3 max].
Each attribute has a single value/is atomic;
All values for a given attribute are of the same data type;
Each attribute is unique;
This is a unique key;
There are no repeating fields;
There are no two identical tuples in this relation;
Order of attributes/tuples is not significant for the relation;
Key (Date + Code) is unique for each tuple; [3] 

(c) Award [1] for identifying why a compound key is used for the
SCHOOL_VOLUNTEERS relation and [1] for a brief explanation up to [2 max].

The alternative is to use an autonumber field;
But this would use additional storage space;

Are used because it is not possible to designate a primary key from a single field;
Neither the code nor the date field on their own uniquely identify a record;
Is based on two primary keys in other tables; [2] 

(d) Award up to [5 max].

Example answer 1
2NF = 3NF if there are no transitive relationships/if any non-key attributes are
more dependent on another non-key attribute than the key field;
Schools_Table could be the above if a school had more than 1 address;
Then the Address would depend upon the School_Name;
And the Schools_Table code would be split as follows:
(Code, School_Name)
(School_Name, Address);
If the school had only 1 address then 2NF = 3NF;
The Volunteers_Table has no transitive dependencies;
There is no redundant data;

Example answer 2
A relation is in 3NF if it is in 2NF and it contains no transitive dependencies;

Assuming that schools name is not unchangeable;
OR there are two schools with different names and same addresses;
OR two schools with same name and different addresses;
Then the school name cannot be treated as a key;
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From the 2NF (two created relations above) the functional dependencies are not 
evident in the relation School_Table (School_Name, Code, Address): 

The relation given above (in 2NF) is also in 3NF; 
School_Table (School_Name, Code, Address) 
Volunteers_Table (Code, Date, Num_Volunteers) [5]
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Option B — Modelling and simulation 

4. (a) Award up to [4 max].
A computer model is a representation of a system; 
Made up of variables and formulae/mathematical representation; 
Whereas a computer simulation is a process that uses the model; 
In order to see the outcome(s) when different values are used for the variables 
(in the model); [4] 

(b) Either all of the variables are not known/difficult to define;
Or the relationships between them cannot be expressed
accurately/mathematically; [2] 

(c) (i) Example
Experiments on living animals in a high school science class; 
Such as effects of altering diet; 
It is not ethically acceptable to harm animals (for such purposes); 
Note: Accept reasonable examples, provided they are sufficiently 
explained. [3] 

(ii) Award up to [3 max].
Computer models/simulations allow the designers to:
Make alterations and quickly see the outcomes;
Repeat tests several times over;
Model dangerous situations safely;
Learn from “what if?” scenarios;
Saves costs if several different models have to be built; [3] 

5. (a) Award up to [6 max].
Different sheets will be dedicated to different categories, eg salaries, running 
expenses, sales, different products, different months etc.; 
Note: Award [2 max] for identifying at least two categories. 

Each sheet will contain a list of items for that category including associated 
values; 
Formulas will be included as necessary; 
Each sheet/category will include a formula that totals the values in that category; 
Intermediate values will be calculated, eg tax to be paid; 
The final profit will be determined from the previous totals;  [6] 

(b) Figures from previous years can be entered into the model;
With the results checked against the previously calculated results; [2] 

(c) Award up to [4 max].
Different (“what-if”) scenarios can be run;
In which the values of different variables are changed;
For example, the number of items sold / the increase in the level of salaries;
Note: Award [2 max] for identifying at least two items.

Selling prices/other (acceptable) parameters can be adjusted to achieve the
desired profit; [4]
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6. (a) Award up to [4 max].
Modern computer systems have become increasingly more powerful; 
Which allows more complicated systems to be simulated; 
In a short/acceptable period; 
The understanding of (the science of) weather has steadily improved/more 
historic weather patterns can be accessed; 
Allowing more accurate modelling to take place; 
More data can now be retrieved; 
Through satellites, ground stations etc; [4] 

(b) Only the major/known variables can be input into the model;
Approximations have to be made to represent complex processes;
These or other minor/unknown variables will not have a significant effect in the
short term;
But will have (unknown) effects in the long-term/small errors have a cumulative
effect over the long-term/butterfly effect; [4] 

(c) Award [1] for each valid point discussed, and a further [1] up to [5 max] for a
good expansion of this point.

Investigate past weather patterns in order to see if past forecasts were correct or
not and make adjustments to your model appropriately;
Look at specific events in the past (eg appearance of El Nino) to see how they
affected future weather patterns in different areas, and then apply this to new
occurrences of these events;
However, historical data does not take into account new factors, such as how
carbon emissions are contributing to global warming; [5] 

(d) (i) The representation of (abstract) data;
In a way that is understandable by humans; [2] 

(ii) Standard simulations produce numerical values (which are not easily
understood by the general public);
Modern simulations include
Graphics that are related to the data output;
eg rain drops/a smiling sun;
CGI/animation can produce motion;
eg showing a belt of rain crossing the country;
Which are more easily understood by the general public; [6]
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Option C — Web science 

7. (a) Award up to [2 max].
Mark-up language; 
Can contain scripting commands/code; 
Can imbed objects; 
Uses tags to structure page; 
Provides constructs to build hyperlinks; 
Can be integrated with CSS and JavaScript; 
Note: Accept other reasonable characteristics. [2] 

(b) Award marks as follows up to [6 max].
Award [1] for identifying an advantage, [1] for identifying a disadvantage, and a
further [4 max] for expanding on these advantages/disadvantages.

Advantages
It saves time (in web development);
Because modification of style needs to only be made to the CSS;
It saves space;
Because the code (of the style) is not repeated in each HTML file;
Quicker load of many pages / Quicker download of many pages from the same
site;
HTML files are smaller;
It gives a uniform appearance to the entire website;
Which makes it more attractive/appealing/easy to navigate;
It can be integrated with outside sources (eg RSS feeds);
Which makes the website more interactive/dynamic for the user;
Quicker to make changes to layout/formatting/page positioning;
Therefore, it helps separating the jobs/tasks of illustrators (designer) from those
that produce content;
Increases accessibility of authoring to non-experts;
Supported by most browsers;
Increasing the number of users;

Disadvantages:
Downloading pages from different sites can be slow (general browsing);
Because each page may have its own CSS;
(However, downloading many pages from the same site is instead faster;)
CSS syntax is different from HTML and can be slightly ambiguous;
Not a user-friendly language (but available as IDE) that the developer needs to
learn;
(eg the same cascade style name may have slightly different effects when used
by different browsers;)
An HTML page saved without CSS, and seen offline, will not display nicely;
Because it would require access to external files, including CSS (including
images, video, sound);
Anybody with read/write permission to the CSS can easily override just the CSS;
Showing unwanted information to an entire web-site (risk of hacking in just one
point/internal threat with high risk);
Some browsers do not support exactly the same CSS (some styles/fonts for
example);
The view can be slightly different using different browsers/risk of slight
incompatibility;
(For large, corporate sites) Integration of HTML + CSS with other content
management systems (CMS) may be tricky;
Because CMS also use their own CSS, and there can be collisions, and it
requires technical competence; [6]
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(c) Award up to [3 max].
(When a request of download is received at the Application level (eg HTTP with a
browser), appropriate data packets are generated and sent to the transport
layer/TCP;)

TCP uses the header of the data packets to order them and to check their
contents;
And sends an acknowledgement signal to the transmitter upon correct
reception, before preparing a new data packet with a further header for the
IP/Internet level;
If the transmitter does not receive the acknowledgement from the TCP, the
transmitter re-sends the packet;
Therefore, all correct packets will be available to the TCP at some point to be
made available to the IP and specifically to the IP destination/receiver (in the
header);
IP ensures that the package reaches the correct address; [3] 

(d) Award marks as follows up to [4 max].
Award [1 max] each for outlining the two techniques (lossy and lossless).
Award [up to 2 max] for relating both to actual applications ([1] if related to file
types instead).

Images and audio can be compressed using lossy techniques;
This will create a smaller file/faster transmission time;
But the data loss will not seriously affect quality;

However, CSS and HTML files might lose possible scripting;
As you need to recover the original data;
Lossless compression is more suitable; [4] 

8. (a) Award up to [4].
Server-side scripting does not require the installation of extra resources on a 
computer, for example the latest plug-in to run the script; 
The log-in process will generally be slower as a round trip has to be made; 
However, for regular visitors of the site, it speeds up the login, as the server script 
might be linked to data storage and recognize their access for further reference; 
The server script is independent from the version of the browsers that is used, 
the user just sees the HTML interface (this is the typical problem with client-side 
scripting);  
A security breach on the server could lead to all log-ins being compromised; 
However, server-side is more secure as client-side is more easily hacked into; 
There can be occasional downgrade in performance if too many users are 
running simultaneously their scripts on the server;  
However, for the nature of the files, this should not generate bottlenecks in the 
network (small files, not intensive streaming); [4]
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(b) Award up to [4 max].
Your email address and associated password are private;
Both are needed to register with the initial website, but at most only the email
address is stored there;
They are forwarded to the third-party website for identification;
The third-party identifies/confirms whether or not the person is who they say they
are, based on their email/social network services that the third party provides;
This yes–no answer/confirmation provides the authentication for the open-source
developers; [4] 

(c) (i) Award [1] for stating how the URL is generated, and [1] for giving an
example, up to [2 max]. 

It is generated by taking the path of the website extended with the path for 
the code; 

 eg www.OpenSourceDev.org/newcode/json/fakecode007; [2] 

(ii) The script accesses the file of new URLs (in a file);
And adds the URLs to an email template;
Then accesses the file of email addresses of subscribers (and sends
email); [3] 

(d) Award marks as follows, up to [3 max].  (Note: there are [5] marking points)
Award [1] for the value passing from the form to php via POST.
Award [1] for the operation of the code to generate the short URL with final $v.
Award [1] for access to update database.
Award [1] for a new correct triple in database.
Award [1] for remote access operated by server through the database to retrieve
the URL.
Note: Competent use of terminology is needed to award full marks.  Generic
answers that show general good understanding of the process, but lack use of
competent language should not be awarded full marks.

Example
The value of the URL that is inputted (and submitted) via the form is stored in the
variable URL which Interacts with the php code, because the method POST is
specified in the form, therefore starting a communication process;

The process generates a different value for the name for the URL that is used to
update a database of URLs together with the IP address;

The IP address is retrieved by the server through a remote call requested from
the insertion in database;

The new value for the URL that is generated, given the one in input, is
thenhpid.td and is stored in $v;

(detail of intermediate operations: 
 $x = thendorgbinphpid 
 $y = thenhpid 
 $z = td 
 $v = thenhpid.td) 

The new record inserted in the database url_db will be the following triple 
www.the2nd.org/bin.php?id=70, thenhpid.td, 172.16.254.1; [3]
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9. (a) Award [3 max] for three differences stated.
Dynamic allows user interaction; 
Allows parts of the content to be changed without uploading the complete page; 
Can connect with server-side databases; 
Gives different views for different users; 
Includes the use of scripts / server side scripting, examples of; 
Dynamic makes use of templates; 

Static webpages are changed only by administrator; 
It gives the same view to all users; 
It displays exactly the information that is stored in the html file (and it may still 
include multimedia); 
Simpler to develop/maintain, because it does not require major design/knowledge 
of web applications; 
Source code edited directly in HTML generally shorter/less cumbersome than the 
one developed with web applications; [3] 

(b) Award [1] for identifying a service and [1] for stating a benefit, for two services
up to [4 max].

Book/pre-pay online for tickets;
More convenient for visitors (avoids closures/queues etc);

Add a virtual tour of the museum online;
Increases the visibility of the museum / It becomes better known;

Add an audio-guide for smartphone to be downloaded from the portal;
So that users are already equipped before they visit;

(Targeted) pop up adverts/links;
Can increase revenue to the museum; [4] 

(c) Award up to [4 max].
More possibility for the users to interact will make the website more popular;
More services online provides more ways for the museum to be linked from/to
other external organizations/institutions (eg bank/tourist office);
The two combined would generate more traffic and more authoritative in-links;
This increases the possibility for the site to be found in a variety of ways when
searched;
And this increases the website’s ranking; [4]
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(d) Award marks as follows up to [3 max].
Award [1] for an example/idea of a meta-tag and its purpose.
Award [1] for understanding the link between meta-tags and indexing via the
search operation by crawlers.
Award [1] for understanding the link between indexing and ranking via
optimization/better classification by SEO.

Use of correct keywords allows the search engine to search and find those terms;

For Example
Title tags / keywords associated to the title of the page;
A description with tags may induce more visitors to visit the page;
Other keywords that appropriately refer to the content of the web;
(Even irrelevant keywords or hidden content however keyword stuffing might
actually be punished by more recent algorithms for ranking);
Meta attributes for robots (such as follow/nofollow, index/noindex) that give
indication about whether or not to index the page;
Meta language descriptors (for example to recognize in some language rather
than English) to appropriately index content based on the dictionary of that
language;
This is related to indexing, because web crawlers visit pages and inspect their
content based on the terms that they have to search;
The ranking algorithms give value to the pages once that they are indexed, based
on parameters that depend also on the ease of retrieving the pages/number of
authoritative in-links/number of hits (or visitors);
The Search Engine can be optimized so that the best use of meta-tags can be
made with the objective of indexing and ultimately ranking; [3]
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Option D — Object-orientated programming  

10. (a) Award [1] for identifying the code and [1] for identifying the new position.
private int fiCount = 0 and private int diCount = 0; 
In the variable/attribute section of the class and not in the constructor); [2] 

(b) EITHER
The values of these (static) variables;
Are the same for all objects;
They belong to the class (not to the objects);
And are only created/declared once;
Note: Do not accept “cannot be changed”.

OR
The static methods;
Are class methods (not object methods);
Are independent of the objects in the class; [2] 

(c) Award [2 × 2] for each clear example.  Only award [2] for an example if the
benefit is clearly shown;

Having different data types allow different operations to be carried out depending
upon the type;
eg
Calculations in the integer “quantity” variable;
which are not possible for a String;

Double instead of integer allows the use of decimals;
which mirrors real-life scenarios/allows more precise calculations;

Using an array (of objects);
Allows individual items to be accessed/processed more easily;

Memory usage can be reduced;
eg “fiCount” takes up less space as an integer than it would as a double
(assuming it’s just a number); [4] 

(d) The variable fi is declared as an array of FoodItem objects / of type FoodItem;
With (a maximum of) 100 values;
It cannot be directly accessed/it is encapsulated within the Payment class; [3] 

(e) Award [1] for each correct line of code.

public void addFoodItem(FoodItem f)
{

fi[fiCount] = f; 
 fiCount++; 

 } [3]
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11. (a) Award [1] for each correct value.
2; 
0.2; 
d103;  [3] 

(b) (i)  System.out.println(tables[40].getDiCount()); [1] 
Allow variations of the get method name. 

(ii) System.out.println(tables[2].getFi(2).getItemCode()); [1] 
Allow variations of the get method name.

Note: Ignore minor syntax errors in both parts (b)(i) and (b)(ii). 

(c) Award marks as follows up to [6 max].
Award [1] for correct initialization.
Award [2] for loop that checks entries, but has early exit.
Award [1] for a loop that checks all 200 entries with no early exit.
Award [1] for correct assignment.
Award [1] for correct comparison.
Award [1] for correct return value.
Award [1] for both the assignment and comparison IF get methods are not used.

public static double findPrice(Item[] pl, String c)
{

int x = 0; 
double price = 0.0; 
boolean found = false; 

 while(!found) 
 { 

if ((pl[x].getCode()) == c)  
  { 

  price = pl[x].getPrice(); 
  found = true; 

  } 
  x++; 
 } 
 return price; 
} [6]
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(d) Award marks as follows up to [7 max].
Award [1] for correct method header.
Award [1] for correct initialization.
Award [1] for correct loop.
Award [1] for finding item code.
Award [1] for use of findPrice method.
Award [2] for the calculation if completely correct, award only [1] if taxes are
wrong and/or no use of accessor.
Award [1] for consideration of both food and drink objects (whether correct
or not);

public double calculateBill(Item[] pl)
{

double total = 0.0; 

for(int x = 0; x < fiCount; x++) 
 { 

String c = fi[x].getItemCode(); 
double price = findPrice(pl,c); 
total = total + fi[x].getQuantity()*price*(1 + foodTax); 

 } 

for(int y = 0; y < diCount; y++) 
 { 

String c = di[y].getItemCode(); 
double price = findPrice(pl,c); 
total = total + di[y].getQuantity()*price*(1 + drinkTax); 

 } 
return total; 

} [7]
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12. (a) Award marks as follows, up to [3 max].
Award [1] for 4 classes connected with arrows/lines. 
Award [1] for “has a” label or correct arrow from Payment to FoodItem and 
“has a” label or correct arrow from Payment to DrinkItem (with no 
additional arrows). 
Award [1] for “uses” label or correct arrow going from Payment to Item (with no 
additional arrows). 

[3] 

(b) Award [1] for identifying a feature, [1] for an example in the given context, and [1]
for an elaboration, for two features up to [6 max].
Encapsulation places all attributes and methods that relate to a particular
object/entity together;
For example, Payment class includes attributes such as the food and drink arrays
and methods such as calculateBill();
This provides a clearer view/understanding of each section of the problem;
Which can lead to more efficient programming (faster, less errors etc);

Encapsulation protects the values of the data stored within the object;
From (accidental) changes made by other classes;
For example, quantity in the FoodItem class cannot be altered through another
variable called quantity in another class;
This allows programmers to select any variable names they wish/no restriction on
choice of variable names; [6] 

(c) Award up to [4 max].
A generic Payment class can be created;
This would contain data/variables/methods required by all units of the company;
Each of the different operations could then inherit this class;
Adding new variables/methods that relate only to them;
Overriding the superclass methods as necessary;

Note: Allow a similar answer that deals with the different items (FoodItem,
DrinkItem etc). [4] 

has a 
FoodItem 

DrinkItem 

has a 

uses 

Item 

Payment


